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A stronger future together

STUART GOODALL  CHIEF EXECUTIVE, CONFOR

I recently presented to the Board of Forest Industries Ireland who were keen to learn from what they saw as our success. I was flattered that they believed that, but I also made clear we had continuing frustrations as well as achievements.

While there, I spoke with an acquaintance from forest management company, Veon who had recently visited central Europe. He’d seen, first-hand, the devastation being caused by the spruce bark beetle. His view is that the flood of cheap timber will continue for some time yet, unwelcome news for our UK mills.

The previous week I met with the new UK forestry minister Zac Goldsmith, who impressed me with his desire to get stuck in and drive more tree planting and management in England. I took the obvious opportunity to refer to the announcement of an extra £5m for planting in Scotland this year – something that was under question until I reassured the Scottish Government that the nursery material was there.

Globally, the impetus towards greater tree planting and using more wood (not least to replace plastics) is strengthening, but the global economy is slowing, in part because of the escalating trade war between the US and China. It appears that China believe a democracy will be forced to blink first, whereas Trump reckons it will be China as the trade imbalance is so great.

I could go on commenting on local and global events and trends, but the point I want to make is that increasingly our sector is subject to external factors. We need to influence what we can and provide ourselves with the best information on what we can’t.

This is where Confor comes in. While we can’t influence Trump, we can share analysis and information, and we can influence politicians closer to home.

I’m frequently reminded that we all have a shared future, based on strong markets, secure, long-term supply and a functioning supply chain. Working together we create the strength of voice needed to capture attention as well as to secure greater resource to address the various challenges that arise across the supply chain.

For many members this is the time of year when you receive your renewal invoice. Please continue to give us your support and we will continue to work hard on your behalf.

And, if the opportunity arises, do encourage someone else to join – you can give them this magazine (when you’ve read it of course!) and ask them to get in touch. Details of the Confor team are on the previous page.

Here’s to a stronger future - together!

www.confor.org.uk
**Strategy to secure forestry’s future**

**Andrew Heald** revisits Confor’s Plant Health action plan and considers the *Ips typographus* outbreak in Europe

Much has been written in recent years about the rapid increase in pests and diseases impacting UK forests and woodlands. We have seen how *Phytophthora ramorum* and *Xylella* have rapidly travelled across the UK and will change our productive forest, our hedgerows, and native woodlands forever.

A changing climate puts all our trees under stress, particularly after the very hot weather last year. Those unusual conditions saw an inevitable spread of Oak processory moth (OPM) into the nurseries of Belgium and Germany in late 2018. Unsurprisingly, this summer we have witnessed over 80 confirmed cases of OPM in the UK.

The outbreak of *Ips typographus* in Kent appears to be under control but was a real wake up call for many of us who have always thought “it could never happen here”.

The spread of *Xylella* from southern Europe into Spain and though Italy and up to France, means that a ban on the import of Olive trees now looks inevitable.

The option of banning imports is always appealing but it is often at odds with our relatively free trading history and, with relatively few plant health inspectors and with easy (ish) road connection with Europe, not always straightforward.

A key part of the UK Government’s strategy in tackling biosecurity is the wider use of Plant Passports on all relevant material including harvested timber. It was plant passports that enabled the deliveries of oak trees to be followed and sites inspected.

**How do we balance the real and urgent need for biosecurity with the desire for light-touch regulation and free trade?**

Confor has worked hard to make the Plant Passporting requirements as workable and practical as possible, put the people who will be required to implement them need to see and understand that they are adding value. Is this a price we are willing to pay for greater biosecurity? *Read more on p14 and p16.*

---

**Ips typographus – a Swiss perspective**

Here, Dr Beat Wermelinger describes the situation in Switzerland and reflects on lessons learned.

*Ips typographus* is currently the most challenging pest in Swiss forests. Following the storms Vivian (1990) and Lothar (1999), two million and eight million cubic metres, respectively, of Norway spruce timber was infested and killed. To put this in context: the usual annual harvest in Switzerland is five million cubic metres! Between 2008 and 2014, the infestations remained at a normal, low level, but since then they have gradually increased, in particular after the hot and dry years of 2017 and 2018. The infestations in 2018 were higher than in the peak year after Vivian but clearly lower than after Lothar.

**Ips typographus** is currently the most challenging pest in Swiss forests. Following the storms Vivian (1990) and Lothar (1999), two million and eight million cubic metres, respectively, of Norway spruce timber was infested and killed. To put this in context: the usual annual harvest in Switzerland is five million cubic metres! Between 2008 and 2014, the infestations remained at a normal, low level, but since then they have gradually increased, in particular after the hot and dry years of 2017 and 2018. The infestations in 2018 were higher than in the peak year after Vivian but clearly lower than after Lothar.

Due to climate change, few forest owners will now plant spruce, especially not at lower elevations. Instead, they rely on natural regeneration, leading to higher proportions of broadleaves. Occasionally, specific tree species such as oak, cherry or walnut are planted. As an alternative to spruce, silver fir is promoted.

To control *Ips* and other bark beetles, usually sanitation felling is used, ie removing infested trees from the forest.
The UK’s Plant Health Strategy launched in May 2018 included:
- Launching the 'Don’t Risk It' campaign (summer 2019) to raise awareness of the risks of bringing back plant materials from holiday destinations
- Consulting with industry on contingency plans for key threats to our trees and plants to ensure a swift and effective response should new pests and diseases enter the UK
- Strengthening protection against Xylella – maintaining continuous scrutiny of the risk situation and taking measures to maintain the strongest possible controls
- Building knowledge and awareness of threats to trees to ensure accurate and up to date information
- Working in partnership with the sector to drive up biosecurity standards through assurance and safe sourcing
- Exploring strengthening of public procurement strategies to specify safe sourcing
- Reviewing passenger baggage allowance for regulated plant material to assess whether it should be discontinued

Sir Harry Studholme, chair of the Forestry Commission said: “Publishing this strategy is a critical milestone in our ongoing work to safeguard England’s trees. It provides clear direction on how we can work collaboratively across sectors, to combat tree pests and diseases, to protect our beloved forests and woodlands for not only our current generation but for the future.”

Where do we want to be in five years?

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023

**Governments and regulators should...**

**IMMEDIATELY**
Increase monitoring and reporting to include the majority of imported firewood and wood packaging material.

- or
Ban imported firewood.

**IN THE NEXT YEAR**
Report area of woodland under management in annual Forest Statistics.

**IN THE NEXT FEW YEARS**
Promote UK-grown firewood.
Provide adequate grants and support for woodland management and streamline the process of approving felling permissions.

**Landowners, management companies and nurseries should...**

**IN THE NEXT YEAR**
Explore opportunities to bring unmanaged woodlands into management and help government create suitable support.

**IN THE NEXT FEW YEARS**
Take up and promote opportunities provided by government.

Earlier in 2018, Confor launched our own Biosecurity and Brexit paper

**In five years, financial and regulatory incentives must make it easier and cheaper to supply firewood by managing UK woodlands, than to import it.**

Before the beetles have emerged. In remote areas, infested trees are often left standing. The same is true in the lowlands for forest reserves or for stands where the owners or authorities decided to refrain from measures for various reasons. The use of pheromone traps for monitoring has decreased.

Timber prices have declined in general, and the current situation with sanitation fellings has additional negative consequences on the timber market.

It has become obvious that Ips outbreaks in spruce-dominated forests after severe disturbance cannot be prevented. But a consistent, large-scale and timely sanitation felling of infested trees was shown to be effective. The most important lesson, however, is that people have become aware that in lower elevations spruce will not be a promising tree species in the future and instead promote broadleaves. Spruce is drought-intolerant, susceptible to windthrow and bark beetles, which disturbances will probably increase with climate change.

What could have been done better? Given the composition and age of the affected stands outbreak were almost inevitable. A more intensive control was not feasible due to limited capacities. The control might have been organized more efficiently by better prioritization. And often sanitation cutting occurred too late when Ips had already left the stems.

Dr Beat Wermelinger is an entomologist and senior scientist at the Swiss Federal Institute WSL

** RELATED ARTICLES**

Related articles in this issue:

- All you need to know about Plant Passporting (p14/16)
- Member profile Prees Heath Nursery (p20/21)
- More bark please (p65)
Although it was in keeping with the ‘unusual’ political times we live in, I was still concerned to read, the evening before we met, that new forestry minister Zac Goldsmith (just a few weeks into the post) had been promoted. Thankfully, I was reassured that he still retained his responsibility for forestry and the meeting went ahead.

My overall impression was of a Minister who took forestry seriously and was determined to build on our good work with his predecessor, David Rutley… and quickly.

This was music to my ears, and we moved swiftly on to discuss how to drive-up planting in England and the opportunities provided by the Borderlands Growth Deal, especially in Northumberland where Confor has secured strong support from the local MPs and the County Council.

The Minister understands the need to produce more wood in the UK in order to reduce our global environmental footprint and to help lock up carbon. He also accepted my challenge to take a strong personal lead in driving forward the action needed to see a fundamental change in English forestry.

I left pleased and impressed, but also very aware that Brexit and election events could intervene. By the time you read this, Confor will have already gone back to the Minister for ideas and actions he can commit the government to in the coming weeks.

I have thrown away the crystal ball and cancelled my monthly tarot card readings – no one knows what will happen next, but I can see the momentum in favour of forestry increasing and every engagement with a Minister and their officials is an opportunity to speed things up and maintain direction.

Theme
How can farmers and landowners be motivated to plant more trees to deliver a wide range of benefits, especially mitigating climate change?

Prizes

Who can enter?
Anyone aged 30 or under (on 26 November) and forestry students of any age. Videos should be 1-2 minutes long and essays up to 1500 words (plus visual materials and accompanying text)

How to enter
Send entries to eleanor@confor.org.uk - with your name, date of birth, phone number, email and name of academic institution or employer. Upload videos to YouTube with hashtag #TheFutureIsForestry2019 and email the link to Eleanor.

Thanks to our sponsors
Tilhill Forestry, BSW Timber and Forestry Commission.
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Confor industry dinner reinvents itself for 2020

Three new awards – for future leaders, innovators and communicators – are planned for Confor’s bigger and better annual forestry dinner, taking place in Edinburgh on 25 February 2020.

The annual dinner has traditionally been a celebration of the sector, where the Dedicated Service to Forestry Award is presented to an individual who has made a significant lifetime contribution to the sector.

The 2020 dinner hopes to present three additional awards, including one for a Future Leader - an individual with outstanding skills, who is already making a positive difference to the sector and has initiative, passion and the potential to play a significant leadership role in future. Forestry and Land Scotland has kindly agreed to sponsor this award and Confor is seeking two additional sponsors for two more new awards.

The first is the Changing Attitudes award, for positive promotion of the forestry and wood processing sector. This award will be presented to an individual or business promoting the sector in a positive and impactful way - through personal engagement, campaigning or communication, social media or other ways. Their work will have led to greater public awareness and understanding of the sector.

The final new award planned is for Innovation and Research - to be presented to the business or individual delivering successful innovation and/or research which has clearly demonstrated greater productivity or efficiency in the industry.

Stuart Goodall, CEO of Confor, said: “We had a larger and more diverse attendance at the 2019 dinner and see the potential to develop the event into a bigger, broader celebration of the forestry and wood success story. The event is held in Edinburgh but it celebrates excellence across the UK. We aim to have a bigger attendance and more awards in 2020 to recognise the innovators, the future leaders and the communicators who are making a real difference, while still honouring a dedicated industry servant. We look forward to the forestry and wood sector turning out in force to support the 2020 dinner.”

Memorial woodland for Martin Bishop

A memorial woodland to Martin Bishop, former Confor manager for Wales, has been established at Goetre Forest near to Abergavenny, where Martin lived before his tragic death in a flying accident in 2018. Special thanks go to Chris Jones at Natural Resources Wales who has steered this from within NRW.

The woodland will feature dozens of different trees and is beside popular local walks and a canal centre - a fitting tribute to someone who loved the local area and loved to be in among the trees.

Confor CEO Stuart Goodall visited the woodland in September and also met with Martin’s widow Angela, who many will know from her role in the Royal Welsh Show and as the person who often answered the phone when Martin was working late doing his best to help members in Wales.

A formal dedication of the woodland is expected next year.
Confor welcomes new chair

A new Confor Chair, John Kissock, was appointed at this year's AGM. John is well known to many in the sector, but for those who don't know him FTN has prepared a series of questions for John designed to shed light on his past and to get his initial thoughts on the future direction of Confor.

John studied forestry at Aberdeen University, gaining a First Class Honours degree in 1974, and then joined James Jones and Sons Ltd as a management trainee. He was appointed a director in 1985 and then progressed to managing director in 1997. John took early ‘retirement’ in 2007 after 33 years, and then did consultancy work for two years with JJS Ltd during the building of the Lockerbie 3 sawmill.

John was a key player in the revitalisation and restructuring of the Forestry Industry Council of Great Britain (FICGB), which became the Forestry Industry Council and has been a Director of TRADA (Timber Research and Development Association) and maintained strong links with BRE (Building Research Establishment). He was Chairman of Wood for Good, The UK Timber Grading Committee and the Advisory Group for the Centre for Timber Engineering at Napier University. More recently, John held the posts of Non-Executive Chairman of Russwood Ltd (based in Newtonmore) and similarly at Wood-Mizer Holdings, travelling regularly to the US headquarters of the Company.

John was awarded the OBE in 2005 for services to forestry, and in 2013 he received Confor’s award for distinguished lifetime service to forestry.

As is normal with Confor Chairs, John has been appointed for a year with the option to extend another year.

You have agreed to take on the role of Confor Chair, turning down a number of other recent offers. What motivated you to make this decision?

When I stood down from my roles at both Russwood and Wood-Mizer I had no intention of taking on a fresh challenge. I thoroughly enjoyed my experience at both companies, contributing to the improvement of their corporate governance and providing support and mentoring opportunities, particularly for their senior management.

However, when Stuart Goodall approached me initially to discuss the role of an independent Chair and to provide help through provision of a scoping document, my interest in the activities and growth of Confor was rekindled. Subsequent to our initial deliberations, and as a result of further discussion with the Confor Board, Stuart approached me to ask if I would consider taking on the role. My initial reaction was to decline the offer but after some further consideration and discussion with my wife I agreed to having my name proposed, but conditional on there being strong support from industry members for my appointment.

I believe Confor has an important role to play on behalf of its members in ensuring the forest industry is fully recognised for its contribution to the economy of the UK and promoting policies which will provide a sustainable future for the sector.

How would you summarise your involvement and experience across the forestry and timber sector?

As covered in the introduction, my education in forestry started in 1970. I have been active in the sector ever since. I have witnessed rapid forest expansion, followed by contraction, and now certainly within Scotland, further expansion. I have witnessed huge changes in the way the industry operates whether it be timber harvesting, transport, processing or the development of timber markets. Working within the industry it is sometimes difficult to appreciate just how far the sector has come and what it has delivered economically for rural communities.

Looking forward, we have further ‘good news’ stories about the contribution the sector can make to climate change mitigation, whether it be through additional tree planting, more widespread woodland management or encouraging the use of timber in construction with the advantage of ‘locking up’ more carbon within the fabric of buildings.

What are the key challenges faced by Confor and how can you help us to deliver them?

Being relatively new to the position it would be inappropriate for me to pre-judge these. Confor is a member organisation and through consultation with them the important challenges will be identified. My job is to work with the executive team to address these issues on behalf of the members.

What do you anticipate your key areas of work to be?

I see this in two parts. Initially, I want to meet with the Board and as many members as possible to listen to their priorities. It is important that I understand the membership priorities before reaching my own conclusions.

Secondly, I want to understand the structure and operation of the organisation. We need to work together to ensure the long-term sustainability of the organisation whether that be structure, finance or succession planning for the executive team. In my experience, organisations, whatever they deliver, rely heavily on people. One of my priorities will be to work with the senior team to review our strengths and weaknesses and identify what needs to be done to address these.
Introducing another industry game changer, the world’s first fuel injection petrol chainsaw – the STIHL MS 500i. Every forestry professional knows every gram of weight counts. Which is why we’ve called upon all our engineering know-how to deliver a never before achieved power-to-weight ratio. Simple and comfortable to operate, with low vibration and exceptional manoeuvrability, the MS 500i provides optimum class leading performance you can rely on, day in, day out. Perfect for handling all disciplines, from felling to cutting timber, the MS 500i is yet another example of STIHL innovation.

The New STIHL MS 500i chainsaw. The first chainsaw with STIHL electronically controlled fuel injection. The best power-to-weight ratio on the market.
All you need to know about plant passporting

by Ian Murgatroyd, EU Exit Plant Health Regulations Lead, and Dr John Morgan, head of plant health, Forestry Commission England

Introduction of plant passporting for certain wood movements in UK

The introduction of plant passports for timber movements will align the UK with the European Union’s new Plant Health Regulation (PHR), applying on 14 December 2019. Plant passports improve biosecurity by providing traceability and assurance that plant material being transported is free from regulated pests.

Plant passports are currently required for the movement of some species for planting in the nursery trade. Under the new PHR, the scope will be enhanced to cover an increased range of plants for planting, as well as plant health forestry regulated material.

Plant health forestry regulated material includes all conifers, Castanea species (including sweet chestnut) with bark, and Platanus species (e.g. plane) with or without bark. When PHR applies in December, this material will need to be accompanied by a plant passport if it is to be moved within the UK.

For these species, a plant passport will be required at each stage of the supply chain — where whole or chipped roundwood (including brash) is moved from the harvesting site and/or site of aggregation, to the processor. A plant passport will also be required for the movement of isolated bark from a wood processor to a bark processor, for Christmas trees over three metres tall, and for cut conifer foliage taken from trees over three metres tall. Isolated bark means bark which has been removed (by de-barking or other types of processing) or has become detached from a living, felled or fallen tree.

Plant passporting for spruce timber movements with bark is currently being piloted in the Ips typographus demarcated area in the southeast of England.

The Forestry Commission (FC) is directly responsible for managing plant health forestry regulated material in England, as well as having delegated responsibility for managing this material for the devolved administrations of Scotland and Wales.

As part of the UK Plant Health Service, the FC is facilitating the introduction of plant passports for forestry regulated material. This includes coordination of a Timber Plant Passporting Working Group comprised of UK government officials and representatives from the forestry sector (including Confor). The FC is also developing an online learning package to support professional operators in issuing plant passports, which will be available later in the year.

For GB, the Forestry Commission will be responsible for completing annual inspections of businesses issuing plant passports to ensure these comply with the Plant Health Regulation. Inspection frequency may be reduced to once every two years, where a Pest Risk Management Plan approved by the competent authority has been in place for two years. The FC are investigating inspection models, including using contract inspectors to reduce the burden on industry.

UK Chief Plant Health Officer, Nicola Spence said: “I am delighted to see the introduction of timber plant passporting, it’s important that our biosecurity measures meet the highest of standards and we need to do all we can to ensure any plant material being transported to the UK is free from regulated pests. I’m really pleased that the Forestry Commission is working with Confor and the wider forestry sector to help achieve this, and I fully support the work they are doing”.

Benefits of plant passporting

The adoption of timber plant passporting will demonstrate that the forest industry is committed to the highest standards of biosecurity. Furthermore, the use of plant passports by the forestry sector will improve the traceability code (delivery advice note numbers can be used) of the plant, plant product or the other object concerned.

LAYOUT OF A PLANT PASSPORT

Examples of plant passports (figures 1 and 2) for the movement of conifer wood, wood products, isolated bark and controlled Christmas trees/cut foliage and brash within GB, and use the ZP (Protected Zone) pest codes for the conifer bark beetles of Ips amitinus a8, Ips duplicatus a10, and Ips typographus a12.

In the examples, the elements of the plant passport are annotated by red numerals with an explanation below:

1. The EU flag which may be printed in colour, or in black and white, either with white stars on a black background or vice versa.
2. The words ‘Plant Passport — PZ’ in English.
3. Scientific name(s) of protected zone quarantine pest(s) or, alternatively, the codes specifically attributed to those pests.
4. The botanical name(s) of the plant(s) species or taxon(s) concerned. For all conifers the Order Pinales must be used and for plane, Platanus must be used.
5. The two-letter code for the Member State in which the professional operator issuing the plant passport is registered. The code for the UK (including Northern Ireland) is GB. The alphabetical, numerical or alphanumerical national registration number of the professional operator concerned.
6. The traceability code (delivery advice note numbers can be used) of the plant, plant product or the other object concerned.
The two-letter code of the Member State of origin, ie GB is used for UK.

As an example but not necessary at present, a QR code is shown which can support the trial of electronic passports which are not permitted at present. QR codes can also be used to supplement the traceability code.
BIOSECURITY

Continued from p14

awareness of biosecurity threats
posed by quarantine pests such as
the larger European eight-toothed
spruce bark beetle (*Ips typogra-
phus*), an outbreak of which is cur-
rently undergoing eradication in
southern England.

Introducing plant passports for
movement of forestry regulated
material will enable the UK to re-
tain Protected Zone status for co-
nifer bark beetles and other known
and emerging pests. This will help
to both ensure that the UK protects
its commercial and conservation
interests in forests and woodlands
and continues to export material to
other EU protected zones.

Implementation

How the Plant Health and Official
Controls Regulations will be put in
place will be dependent on the UK’s
future relationship with the EU. Fur-
ther details regarding these regu-
lations will be made available in due
course.

In establishing the regulations, it
was recognised that registered op-
erators would need time to adapt
existing systems to meet the new
requirements. As such, the Plant
Health Regulation was introduced
in December 2017, and registered
operators were given two years to
implement all necessary changes to
ensure they meet the requirements.

The format of plant passports
was identified as a key area of con-
cern (see panel p14/15). The devel-
opment of EU tertiary legislation
setting out the details of the new
format was made a priority and the
new format is now available.

Negotiations are ongoing to de-
velop detailed legislation for other
aspects of the plant passport re-
quirements, and the Forestry Com-
mission will continue to liaise with
the working group to ensure the
sector is prepared.

---

**INFO**

Contact plant.health@forestrycommission.gov.uk
for more information about
plant passporting for timber
movements.

---

**Brexit and EU Timber Regulations**

While the destination of
the Brexit rollercoaster
remains unclear, there
are a number of issues impacting UK
forestry businesses which require a
little consideration. One of them is
the European Union Timber Regula-
tions or EUTR for short. The Regu-
lations came into force on 3 March
2013 and aim to reduce illegal log-
ing by ensuring that no illegal tim-
ber or timber products can be sold
in the EU.

EUTR prohibits operators in Eu-
rope from placing illegally harvested
timber and products derived from
illegal timber on the EU market. ‘Le-
gal’ timber is defined as timber pro-
duced in compliance with the laws
of the country where it is harvested.

The regulation applies to timber
and a wide range of timber prod-
ucts, including pulp and paper. It
sets out a number of requirements
for operators in Europe that place
timber or timber products on the EU
market for the first time.

**EU operators** – those who place
timber products on the EU market
for the first time – are required to
exercise ‘due diligence’.

**Traders** – those who buy or sell
timber and timber products already
on the market – are required to keep
information about their suppliers
and customers to make timber eas-
ily traceable.

If the UK leaves the EU without a
deal (or potentially even with a deal)
then the UK could become a third
country. Companies in the UK who
are currently Traders could need to
become Operators. This could im-
 pact companies who export timber
from the west coast of Scotland to
Ireland, or who move forest prod-
ucts across the UK border on the
island of Ireland.

About 80% of UK timber is har-
vested from forests that have FSC
and PEFC certification, so a com-
bination of Chain of Custody and
Felling Licences should go a long
way towards satisfying the EUTR re-
quirements for due diligence.

In addition, UK businesses who
import timber products from the Eu-
ropean Union, who are not currently
required to undertake due diligence,
but need to do so to comply with
EUTR.

The Office for Product Safety &
Standards which is responsible for
EUTR compliance in the UK is deliv-
ering a series of workshops to help
companies prepare in case of this
eventuality. For more information
contact andrew@confor.org.uk
INTRODUCING 550 XP® & 545 MKII

“The 545 is perfect for working up in the tree, like crown reduction, and I really love its easy starts, whereas the new 550XP® takes care of felling and performs more like a 60cc despite its optimised size and balance”.

Martin Gotz – Tree care professional & Chainsaw instructor

For more information and to locate your local Authorised Husqvarna dealer visit: HUSQVARNA.COM/UK

Professional chainsaws with outstanding performance, quick acceleration and best in class cutting capacity with 2 year warranty.

- Displacement: 50.1cm³
- Power Output: 5.3kW
- Weight: 6.6kg
- Autotune®, Low Vib® & X-Torq®
Confor members harness the power of #climatestrike on social media

The #climatestrike week starting on 20 September was an opportunity not to be missed to communicate how the forestry and wood sector is part of the solution to tackle the #ClimateEmergency.

On the first Climate Strike day, on 20 September 2019, adults and workplaces were encouraged to join schoolchildren in a global day of action. Confor encouraged members to participate in a social media campaign and use the day to show the public how the daily work of people in the forestry and wood sector is crucial in tackling the #ClimateEmergency.

On #climatestrike day, people of our sector put themselves in the limelight and explained on social media why their work matters. Please keep using the hashtag #TheFutureisForestry.

Project looks at industry as custodian

A new art film and installation exploring the role of the timber industry as custodian of our forests has been produced as part of the Forestry Commission’s centenary celebrations. The Custody Code by Amanda Loomes is a new art film which delves into the lives of the people who work in the UK timber industry; in so doing, it seeks to provide the wider public with a comprehensive understanding of the industry’s nature, role and responsibilities.

The Custody Code derives its name from the PEFC’s Chain of Custody, which guarantees that the timber purchased by a consumer comes from a sustainable source. The film focuses on four forests – Alice Holt, Delamere, Kielder and Thetford – each of which was chosen because of the critical role that it plays within the timber industry.

Alice Holt is home to the Forestry Commission’s seed laboratories, Delamere to a tree nursery. Kielder operates a year-round programme of harvesting and replanting operations, and Thetford is Britain’s largest manmade forest, one which was specifically designed to be regularly harvested.

The Custody Code will be shown on a series of solar-powered monitors housed within a specially designed wooden structure made from sustainably sourced local timber, which was installed in Alice Holt in the summer and will be installed in Kielder in the autumn.

In addition to the structure, a finger post will be installed in the centre of Newcastle, an hour’s drive from Kielder. (The same post was installed at Portsmouth Harbour when The Custody Code was at Alice Holt.) With each of the fingers pointing towards one of the forests featured in The Custody Code, the post will catch the public’s eye and guide them into the forest. In this way, they will trace the supply chain back from the finished product to the heart of the forest from which the timber was sourced. At the end of their journey they will find the wooden structure and the film which will allow them to travel beyond a simple recognition of the timber’s source to an in-depth understanding of the way in which the timber industry works and its role as the custodian of our forests.

The Custody Code will be shown at Kielder, Northumberland from 18 September – 1 December 2019.
A new approach to stakeholder engagement

One of the challenges of forest planning is that many forest managers feel that the public consultation process is too open ended, and that it is difficult to satisfy a wide range of stakeholders with an even wider range of interests. At the same time, many stakeholders feel as though their voices are seldom heard, and that they have little influence in a complex and lengthy approval process.

A new project called FORLAND being developed by Dr Annie Yang at Edinburgh University is hoping to improve stakeholder consultation and develop a facilitated approach for forest and land use planning.

Dr Yang said that “The project aims to support and inform landscape planning with ambitions for woodland expansion and forest restoration. By collating biophysical and socio-economic data with the involvement of stakeholders at the landscape level, we aim to co-develop and test ways to facilitate the development of future land use plans.”

Confor’s technical director Andrew Heald has been providing input into FORLAND and participated in one of the first trials at a stakeholder workshop in New Galloway in September. Andrew had suggested holding the first FORLAND workshop in Southwest Scotland as the area is seen as a key area for new planting. Dumfries and Galloway is also often suggested as a new “National Park” and is home to the UNESCO Galloway and Southern Ayrshire Biosphere Reserve.

The purpose of the workshop was to share FORLAND with a wider group of stakeholders and finetune the methodology that supports it. Further workshops will be in in Sunart near Fort William focussed on a community woodland and results will be compared with findings from a parallel process in Brazil.

Phase 1 of the project will be completed by summer 2020 and FORLAND will hopefully be available for wider use. The workshop identified some key challenges that will be familiar to any forest manager that has run a public engagement process.

www.forland.io

PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT KEY CHALLENGES

Perception that forestry hasn’t changed since the 1970s
Concern about climate change but not fully considered the CO₂ stored in forest products
Interest in UKWAS & UKFS and genuine surprise that most forests have annual audits
Converting two-dimensional multi-coloured maps into three-dimensional landscape
Navigating the peaks and troughs

This September, Prees Heath Forest Nurseries in Shropshire celebrated 40 years in business. Stef Kaiser meets founder David Gwilliam who has witnessed the forestry sector’s peaks and troughs over four decades.

The Prees Heath nurseries were set up on a shoestring. In 1979, David was working for the Economic Forestry Group (EFG) which later was to become Maelor Nursery. An interesting six-acre plot of land came up for rent or sale, which inspired him to start his own tree nursery. He put together a business plan and discussed the matter with his bank manager. Things fell in place when the bank offered a loan of £9000, and the landowner not only agreed to sell but also to step in as a business partner with another £9000 to match and back the bank loan.

“At the time, forestry was foremost on the schedule of taxation rules and there was a lot of investment forestry”, David remembers. “Land was available in Wales and I was lucky to supply to Fountains Forestry, one of the key players in the region. In those days, it was virtually 100% conifer, mainly sitka.”

In his second year, David started to expand into broadleaves and hedging plants, which were popular with farmers. Conifer forestry plants remained 75% of the business. The nursery already had a wide customer base, with a lot of regular uptake coming from local authorities. The Highways Agency, for instance, would secure a good amount of trees in September each year and the business would often enter the main sale season with 30-40% of stock sold already. It was a time of predictability and the only trees that had to be discarded were the misshaped ones.

David had started the nursery as a solo business but soon got a trainee from the then quite successful YTS scheme. By 1984, he was in a position to take on a foreman and employ more regular staff. Through the 80ies, business expanded to 75 acres and a production of about 10 million trees.

A key milestone in forestry’s history of the last 40 years was March 1988 - the abolition of Schedule D. “Forestry was dead overnight. All forest nurseries had huge bonfires. I was fortunate, because most of the stock I had to destroy was in two-years seedlings, not as transplants. We saw a massive downturn in demand and had to reduce production. By 1991/92 it was obvious that mainstream forestry was not going to be anything like it had been.”

Prees Heath reacted by expanding the businesses into container grown and cell grown – many would claim that they were pioneers in taking this approach.

From the 90s onwards, it was clear that the previously stable conifer market was a thing of the past. Well into the noughties, the nursery sector experienced a period of no direction, stumbling from one disastrous grant system to another.

“We were only told to grow more broadleaves and of course we rose to that challenge. But we still never saw anything like the sales figures of the early times. And we lost about a third of our turnover within a 3-4 year period in the mid-90ies”, David recalls.

The business downsized and this time, diversified into the more predictable landscaping market, growing feather trees, half standard trees, and container-produced shrubs.

The more recent discussions around species diversification for climate change adaptation, although stimulating, have once more made it difficult for the nursery sector to predict demand. “It means more crystal ball gazing to guess what the actual demand for alternative species might be years down the line.”

“The only two species that we decided to expand on are the Coastal redwood, which we introduced a few years ago, and Serbian spruce, although the demand for the latter has been inconsistent. As for any other ‘alternative’ species, we would happily grow them by contract but I am not prepared to put my money down speculatively to have them on stock.”

On a positive note, last year the nursery sector seems to have turned a corner, with demand far outstripping
supply. “There have been discussions around planting trees for over two decades, and now Scotland has suddenly got their act together. But the stock to meet this sudden spike in demand is just not available in the Scotland even with supplies from English nurseries.”

David explains that furthermore, we have usually relied on continental markets to supply domestic shortfall; now the continent is running low on stock, plus there is currently an increased demand for British-grown stock for reasons of biosecurity. In summary, scarcity of British nursery stock to meet the increased planting needs will be an issue.

David believes that the UK should not have been able to import anything with disease in the first place. “The inspections in the exporting countries should have been vigorous enough to detect a lot of the pests and diseases that have entered our country via plant imports. Also, we ourselves should have responded more quickly by banning the imports of species in which diseases had been detected in countries we import from.

“As members of Confor and the Nursery Producers Group, even before the bans were brought in, we’d made the conscious decision between us that we would not import species that were highly susceptible or suspected of carrying disease, such as ash or sweet chestnut.”

David believes that a total ban of all species is neither necessary nor achievable for the next few years.

“I think the nurseries who are still in business today would be happy to expand their production and cater for an expected increased domestic demand. But historically, we have always used European supplies when we ran out of stock. If the specifiers are prepared to forego their planting until UK stock is available then yes, we could get away without importing stock. Considering a nursery’s reaction time, we need to get clarity from buyers on what species to invest in and grow, without us bearing all the risk.

“I came into the business back in the early 70ies and it was all expansion. Planting was going well, started my own nursery on a very positive note. It’s sad that I’m coming to the end of my working life and we’ve now been through over 20 years of very reduced demand and uncertainty of what we’ve been growing. However, it’s nice to see that hopefully, as I go out of this business, the demand is going back, some level of certainty will come back. I’ve now got staff who are going to take on the business and I think a much brighter future lies ahead of them. And certainly, if we can get England and Wales to understand the necessity of productive woodlands as well as the amenity and biodiversity aspects of forestry, then I think there is a good future for everybody in the industry.”
EGGER Forestry sells Forest Management arm to RTS Ltd

On 10 September, wood-based panel manufacturer EGGER UK, which has more than 800 employees, announced the sale of its forest management arm to Scotland-based RTS Ltd.

The EGGER Forest Management team will move across on 1 October to RTS Ltd, which, with an annual turnover of £12m, employs 40 people and is headquartered in Crieff, Perthshire. Whilst EGGER UK remains fully committed to its harvesting operation with its £34m turnover, this sale marks the withdrawal of the company from direct forest management operations.

John Paterson, Director of EGGER Forestry, said: “We have taken a strategic decision to sell this specialist part of the EGGER business and focus on our harvesting operation which is a key supplier of roundwood to our production sites at Hexham and Auchinleck.

“We are delighted that RTS Ltd has agreed to buy the forest management business which includes the management of over 8000 hectares of privately-owned woodlands. RTS is a firm which has a similar ethos and philosophy regarding forest management, providing the same bespoke professional services to which our clients have been accustomed. These highly-valued and skilled employees will move over to work for RTS Ltd and will continue to provide an uninterrupted, quality management service to their existing clients.”

Norman O’Neill, Managing Director of RTS Ltd, said: “This is a significant strategic purchase for RTS and allows us to further extend our forest management service. We already have a strong presence across Scotland, with well-advanced plans for a further office in Inverness.

“This purchase gives us a stronger foothold in south Scotland and the north of England, from which we will seek further expansion of the business. We are especially pleased to welcome this highly experienced team of professional managers to RTS Ltd. They will continue to provide the same high standard of management service to forest-owning clients.”

Simon Hart, Business Development Manager of EGGER Forestry, set up the Forest Management arm when he joined EGGER six years ago, and moves across to RTS Ltd as part of the deal. He said: “I’m looking forward to joining RTS Ltd at this very exciting time for the forestry industry across the UK.”

George McRobbie steps down as managing director of BSW

After seven years of service, George McRobbie has announced his intention to step down as managing director of Tihill Forestry. George will therefore be leaving the business on his 65th Birthday which falls on 7 October.

However, George is not announcing his retirement. He will continue as a director within the BSW Group but will, in future, be based at group headquarters in Earlston instead of Tihill’s head office in Stirling.

George will continue as a director of BSW Timber Ltd and as a non-executive director of Maelor Forest Nurseries Holdings Ltd. He will also continue his representation of BSW on the Board of the Confederation of Forest Industries (Confor).

New Confor member Green-tech has been announced as a winner in the 2019 BALI National Landscape awards ‘Employer Excellence – turnover over £2.5m’ category. Green-tech was described as “demonstrating exemplary standards of professional excellence.” They will find out if they are the overall Principle Award Winner at the Awards Ceremony in London on Friday 6 December.

Green-tech Ltd is a family business celebrating its 25th anniversary in 2019. Founded in North Yorkshire in 1994 and now employing over 80 people Green-tech is a leading UK supplier to the landscaping, forestry and horticultural industries. Green-tech has joined Confor at the Confor Woodland Show 2019.

www.green-tech.co.uk

Euroforest moves head office

Euroforest have moved their head office from Mead House, Bentley, Farnham, Surrey GU10 5HY to Karlstad House, 3 Merchants Drive, Parkhouse, Carlisle CA3 0JW. Please ensure that you direct all future correspondence to this new address.
FOR SALE
Forester Band Mill
Price offers around £9,950
1100mm band wheels, 130mm band saws. Comes with 12 bands. Electric/hydraulic blade tensioning. Blade and wheel lubrication system. Max cutting width 1050mm. Max log diameter 1200mm. Log length up to 8m length. 18Kva motor. We have owned this band sawmill from new and use it regularly. Reason for sale - we are installing a new Zenz sawmill.

Contact Mark or Michael
02890 342838

HARVESTING MANAGER
With sawmills at Windymains and Troon, Glennon Brothers are in the process of a major expansion drive across their UK business activities. As part of this planned development an exciting long-term career opportunity now exists for a Harvesting Manager at Windymains Sawmill to supplement the existing forestry team.

Reporting to the Forestry Manager, applications are sought from highly motivated and enthusiastic individuals who are keen to develop their career with a very progressive and dynamic business. You should have good IT skills, sound commercial acumen and be willing to travel extensively throughout the country in support of our raw material requirements.

With a diploma/degree in forestry and a minimum of 5 years operational experience, the ideal candidate will have the necessary drive and determination to make an immediate and lasting contribution to the business.

An attractive salary and benefits package await the right candidate.

To apply, please email with covering letter and full CV to: forestry@glennonbrothers.co.uk

All applications will be treated in the strictest of confidence.

Closing date 31.10.19

TWIN 18V CORDLESS CHAINSAW
DUC305 30cm Bar
DUC355 35cm Bar
DUC405 40cm Bar

See our full range of products: www.makitauk.com
We possess all the experience and skills necessary to undertake any size, type and complexity of felling operation, including thinning and clearfells. Through our strategic sawmill partnerships we bring a range of benefits to our clients, maximising the return on their investment. Why not call us on 01434 611038 to discuss your needs.

---

Ash Die Back (Chalara) is now present throughout the UK. Sadly expectation is for up to 97% loss of ash trees. Ash is widespread in woodlands and roadside edges. Are you managing your liability, particularly in respect of falling trees around footpaths and highways? Secondary factors, such as honey fungus, can cause rapid decay.

Decide NOW, before the timber value tumbles, or the removal of increasingly unstable trees becomes more dangerous and costly.

Using specialised, cost-effective machinery and expert teams, supported by professional management, Euroforest will turn your dying woodland into a sustainable asset.

---

Offer the complete range of wood log boilers
- Two complete ranges Angus Super and Angus Orligno 200
- Output range 18kW, 25kW, 40kW, 60kW, 80kW, 96kW and 130kW
- Products fully MCS certified
- Grants available under Renewable Heat Incentive
- 92% Heat Efficiency
- Significantly reduce heating costs
- Incorporate into existing heating system

www.ecoangus.co.uk 01934 862642

---

For further info visit www.euroforest.co.uk and speak to your local Area Manager, or simply call 01420 23030.
It’s a glorious day at Forest Expo and 4000 tons of timber are being felled by machines from John Deere, Komatsu, Ponsse and Tigercat. It’s an impressive sight and hundreds of people are leaning on safety rails discussing the merit of buying a green or yellow machine. The biggest chatter appears to be surrounding a large blue box, not a TARDIS but John Deere’s latest welfare unit painted up in Iggesund’s colours.

The box in question is one manufacturer’s response to an industry challenge that has lain dormant for 27 years. The legislative driver for this box comes by the name of Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992. Forestry is acknowledged as having a general exemption but not for the provision of sanitary conveniences (Reg 20), washing facilities (Reg 21) and drinking water (Reg 22).

In the few short few months since Alastair Sandels spoke to the Confor/FISA South West regional field day the challenge has been accepted. The HSE are inspecting 50 forestry sites this year and the warning given is the industry must deal with the poor safety culture. There is a risk that HSE may regulate, introducing CDM as per the construction industry and those promised inspections are starting to occur.

In plain and simple terms, the law requires the Forest Works Manager to ensure adequate welfare provision is provided on sight for the number of employees. To help FWM navigate this topic, the FISA Welfare Guide 806 will shortly be available from their website www.ukfisa.com

Is the blue box the solution to all instances? The simple answer is no, for some it will not be enough and for others it will be gold plating.

The table below provides an indication of what may be suitable for a range of situations. Where the preferred solutions are not feasible, clear justification will be required in the outline risk assessment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hierarchy of Welfare Provision</th>
<th>3+ operatives</th>
<th>2 operatives</th>
<th>Planting and spraying squads</th>
<th>Short term maintenance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Purpose Built Welfare Unit 12 ft</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welfare Van</td>
<td>Risk Assessed</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van with mobile handwash &amp; toilet</td>
<td>Risk Assessed</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Toilet Grab Cabin</td>
<td>Risk Assessed</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar Unit</td>
<td>Risk Assessed</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical Toilet (hot water)</td>
<td>Risk Assessed</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offsite facilities 10 minutes’ drive</td>
<td>Risk Assessed</td>
<td>Risk Assessed</td>
<td>Risk Assessed</td>
<td>Risk Assessed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tent + solar shower (Used with van)</td>
<td>Risk Assessed</td>
<td>Risk Assessed</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Risk Assessed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flushable chemical portable toilet</td>
<td>Risk Assessed</td>
<td>Risk Assessed</td>
<td>Risk Assessed</td>
<td>Risk Assessed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When choosing a welfare unit, it’s important to consider the number of people on site and the duration of the work. Other challenges are space on site, risk of pollution, vandalism and theft only where these can’t be overcome should alternative arrangements be sought.

There is an inevitable cost to provision of this welfare but it is not an avoidable cost, it is simply one that has been sidestepped to date. Provision of welfare facilities is the law and has been for 27 years. A strong element of common sense must be deployed when instigated a solution. The scale of the solution will need to be proportionate to number of workers and nature of the tasks. Safety, respect and dignity should be the mantra of those responsible for their employee welfare.

anthony@confor.org.uk
UK woodland creation for business carbon footprints

We’ve been working with forward thinking businesses to create Woodland Carbon Code certified UK woodlands for carbon capture, society and nature since 2006. Together we’re up to 8 million trees at 150 sites around the UK.

If your woodland creation project is in need of critical additional funding, or you just want to learn more, come and see us at the Show or get in touch.

www.forestcarbon.co.uk
Tel: 0191 395 2956
email info@forestcarbon.co.uk

The Exeter Retort is available to order. Produces high quality barbeque charcoal/biochar in a fraction of the time taken by traditional ring kilns.

www.carboncompost.co.uk
01392 431454

THE TREE CUTTING TOOL A CUT ABOVE.

The Exac-One Treemaster excavator attachment takes cutting performance, safety and stability to new heights. To find out more, call 01684 593052 or visit www.exac-one.co.uk

FINANCE OPTIONS AVAILABLE

A REAL DRIVING FORCE

The Exac-One Grab-N-Drive makes ‘one man’ post handling and driving A Real Option – simple and safe. To find out more, call 01684 593052 or visit www.exac-one.co.uk

POST DRIVING MADE EASY

Shear perfection
High spirits and quality visitors at this year’s Woodland Show

What a tremendous show the Confor Woodland Show 2019 has been. A huge thank you to the show Committee, the sales team, the stewards, the Longleat forestry team and the dedicated team of volunteers who work so hard to put on a safe and successful show. This year the site was immaculate. The investment in on-site safety meant that set-up and breakdown ran smoothly and the addition of temporary tracking made for easy movement around the site.

The weather was reasonably kind to us and although visitor numbers were less than anticipated we were reminded that the Confor Woodland Show is primarily a trade show and trade over the two days was brisk.

The Confor seminar tent was a hive of activity with some excellent speakers contributing to lively debates that centred around Confor’s #Think Global Plant Local campaign. Thanks goes to all the speakers, chairs and visitors who contributed, cajoled and challenged.

The Confor Woodland Show would not happen without the support of our exhibitors and sponsors so we are pleased to thank Aspen Fuel, Tilhill Forestry, Euroforest and Abbey Forestry.

Next year is APF 2020 so we hope to see you then.

The show in numbers

1550 visitors
100 exhibitors
24 demos
69 students
10 seminars
34 speakers
Discussing industry-wide approach to climate change

When discussing a huge topic like climate change, it’s easy to feel small and insignificant - but an industry-wide approach to the challenge can make a huge difference.

After the Confor Woodland Show seminar programme put the emphasis on climate change, Andy Baker of Tilhill Forestry wrote: “The threat of climate change is, of course, enormous, and can often feel overwhelming. However, when you realise that you have an entire industry that is dedicated to the betterment of the environment, the mitigation of climate change and the enhancement of rural communities standing behind you, the task ahead seems less daunting. We may not always agree [on specifics], but we are all on the same team when it comes to the certainty that we need to plant more trees as part of the effort to fight against climate change!”

Eleanor Harris of Confor outlined the “ambitious but achievable” targets of 40,000 hectares of new woodland being planted annually across the UK by 2030, which Confor unveiled earlier this year. She stressed the weak performance in England and Wales, compared to Scotland, which planted more than 11,000 hectares in the last planting year, with most of the schemes under 100 hectares, including many small-scale woodland creation projects on farms. Additional funds have already been allocated by Scottish Government to drive up woodland creation in 2019/20.

Guy Shrubsole, of Friends of the Earth, outlined why his organisation aims to double UK tree cover. That scale of change could, he said, sequester 50 million tonnes of CO₂ per year - 10 per cent of the UK’s current emissions.

This had to be part of a global response to the #climateemergency, he said - with afforestation needed across the world. He called for linked-up policy, as moves to reduce meat consumption – which in themselves could reduce emissions significantly – could help free up lower-grade pasture land for forestry. There was a need to “mitigate the cultural differences between farmers and foresters”, Shrubsole argued, to deliver more agroforestry, while more community woodlands also had an important part to play.

“We need Government buy-in as the private sector can’t do it all on their own,” Shrubsole said.

Matt Taylor, of the Country Land and Business Association (CLA), said there were many regulatory, financial and bureaucratic barriers to get landowners to plant more trees.

“It’s all about making afforestation viable for landowners, so how do we tip the scales in favour of planting?” he asked. A combination of more Defra funding and less bureaucracy was at the heart of the answer, he suggested. Defra needed to “facilitate the industry to be more efficient by providing a clear and consistent way of dealing with bureaucracy”.

Paul Nolan, of the Mersey Forest and the Northern Forest, called for “a presumption for tree planting rather than against it” and said as well as climate change, forestry had a significant role to play in the well-being agenda. He said the UK needed more urban trees, which required local authorities to invest more - and said we needed to look at our green belts, many of which were currently more like green deserts. Nolan felt the climate was right for change, with investors increasingly looking for “good” investments to make improvements to the natural world.

Both Julian Ohlsen of Tilhill Forestry and John Weir of Forestry Commission said foresters had to stress their carbon credentials more forcefully. [Forestry Commission released its position paper Climate Change and Forestry at the show].

“We call ourselves foresters but we are in fact carbon managers,” said Ohlsen. “With public and political help we can use carbon sequestration through tree planting as a solution.” Weir said that forestry needed “our own Extinction Rebellion moment to showcase us as managers of carbon.”

There were some challenging moments, with an audience question about whether the carbon benefits of tree planting were as great as we thought when land preparation and especially soil disturbance was taken into account. However, it was argued that deep ploughing was largely a thing of the past, and that the carbon benefit of the tree growth itself would outweigh temporary soil carbon release in almost all scenarios.

In the session on Changing Your Woodland Business for Climate Change, James Hepburne Scott of Forest Carbon Ltd said achieving the tree planting levels needed to make a difference required “sustained political leadership” and more ambitious planting targets.

He called for funding and support systems to be overhauled to make them much more effective and said a version of the Mackinnon report (the report by a former Chief Planner credited with making planting simpler and quicker in Scotland by removing bureaucratic barriers) was very much needed in England.
The Forestry Climate Change Working Group (FCCWG) published a report at the Confor Woodland Show charting progress against commitments made in the 2018 Climate Change Action Plan.

The Climate Change Accord, signed by 35 forestry organisations in 2015 called for a radical reappraisal of the species composition, structure and management of our woodlands to ensure they are resilient to rapid environmental change. The actions on forest policy, research and practice required to bring these aspirations to life were set out in an action plan published by the FCCWG last year.

Over the last year, several independent reports have been published which provide a convincing body of evidence that the speed of environment change is faster, and the potential impacts more severe than previously widely recognised.

We are facing a climate emergency. This strengthens the need and urgency for the action plan to be implemented.

The progress report states that “To date, progress has been limited with little or no opportunity to provide input to policy, government strategy development, the review of regulations or the Science and Innovation Strategy for Forestry in Great Britain”. While individual organisations are implementing good initiatives, the FCCWG as a cross sector group has not made significant collective progress.

English Tree Strategy
At the Confor Woodland Show seminar where the progress report was launched, the Forestry Commission announced its intention to review policies and regulations to identify barriers to woodland owners’ ability to deliver adaptation and mitigation measures and to involve the forestry sector, including the FCCWG, in a wide-ranging consultation under the banner of the English Tree Strategy. This will be a unique opportunity to align policy and practice and accelerate the pace of change.


Download the report

We are facing a climate emergency. This strengthens the need and urgency for the action plan to be implemented.

The progress report states that “To date, progress has been limited with little or no opportunity to provide input to policy, government strategy development, the review of regulations or the Science and Innovation Strategy for Forestry in Great Britain”. While individual organisations are implementing good initiatives, the FCCWG as a cross sector group has not made significant collective progress.

English Tree Strategy
At the Confor Woodland Show seminar where the progress report was launched, the Forestry Commission announced its intention to review policies and regulations to identify barriers to woodland owners’ ability to deliver adaptation and mitigation measures and to involve the forestry sector, including the FCCWG, in a wide-ranging consultation under the banner of the English Tree Strategy. This will be a unique opportunity to align policy and practice and accelerate the pace of change.


Download the report
Caledonian Forestry Services Ltd

FOR QUALITY FORESTRY MACHINERY

West Third, Tullibardine, Auchterarder PH3 1NJ
T: 01764 663798  E: sales.cfs@hotmail.com
www.caledonianforestryservices.co.uk
“I thoroughly enjoyed the show; I felt the whole of forestry was very well represented”

RAB Easton, attending the show for the first time, was delighted he made the trip south.

Getting close to the venue I realised that the traffic management system had been very well organised with traffic flowing freely; one of my pet hates is arriving at an exhibition only to be held up for ages waiting to park.

I arrived at the show just at 9am, gate opening time, on a sunny opening day, and the car park was already starting to get quite busy with visitors.

There was a clever system for admission with a ticket booth situated before the entrance to the show, which meant pre-paid tickets and members did not have to queue and visitors purchasing tickets were processed quickly.

On entering, I was left wondering which direction to head off in first but luckily there was a signpost and map that showed the layout of the show.

One of the first stalls I visited was Lamberhurst Engineering Ltd; this is a well-established forestry business which has been supplying and servicing the range of Seppi mulching and ground care equipment for over twenty years.

A little further along was RSL Engineering, which manufactures a lot of the equipment it sells. RSL had an extensive range of forestry attachments at the show which included its own tree shears, timber grapples and landscaping rakes along with firewood processors and log splitters that it supplies and services. I was quite taken by the tree shears, which had been aptly named the Mother Cutter - the logo had been etched into the steel with a plasma cutter. RSL also manufactures its own forwarding trailers/loaders and log skidder attachments. I thought its equipment looked strong and of very good quality - essential when working with timber.

There were people starting to gather around the two tractor and trailer-mounted Mus-Max chippers which were roll-taped off when one of them sprung into action. The Mus-Max WT 10 XL Z, owned and operated by Wood Energy Wales, was mounted on a Fendt 1050 500 hp tractor and was being fed by a Penz 9LP double extending loader. It was spectacular watching this mighty beast eating large quantities of round wood and processing it into
Quality Machinery Speaks For Itself

Chipper Hire, short or long term hire available!
Chipper sales, new or used with part exchange and finance available!
Servicing available for all chippers, also offering on site servicing!
Covering the South West!

Tel: 01963 370752  Fax: 01963 373915  www.landpoweruk.com

Common Lane, Yenston, Templecombe, Somerset, BA8 0NB
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Top quality wood chips for the biomass industry. The wood chips were directed from the chipper straight into a Brantner container trailer.

I can’t think of a better way to spend a day out than looking at and watching machinery working and chatting to people who are as enthusiastic about forestry as myself.

The field area had a fantastic selection of equipment and machinery to interest everyone working with trees. There was a huge selection of chippers, wood splitters, traction assist winches, work wear, harvesting heads, biomass heads, forwarder trailers, tractors, pickups and loaders, and every row of exhibitors I went down I found something new and exciting.

Walking down one aisle I saw the Trackplot stall; Trackplot is a very clever app-based system working in conjunction with the SPOT handheld tracker for keeping lone workers safe. This is lifesaving technology with so many uses in rural locations.

A little further up the aisle was the Ratchet Shop where there was a wonderfully simple, inexpensive and timesaving attachment on display. It was a plastic holder that you put one end of your ratchet strap into and then turn the handle and it winds up your ratchet strap into a tight roll.

Timber is not the cleanest cargo to strap and the forest can be a muddy and dirty place during wet periods so ratchet straps inevitably end up wet and dirty. This invention does all the dirty work for you and makes it much easier to throw the strap over your next load. It was being sold for £9, which I thought was exceptionally good value for money and would pay for itself in the first day of use.

Fuelwood had an excellent display of equipment and was demonstrating the Heizohack truck-mounted 14860 woodchipper. This is a highly efficient, versatile chip unit mounted directly onto a Mercedes-Benz Actros Euro 6 truck. There were other trailer-mounted Heizohack chippers on display with a good variety of the Japa and Trans-saw firewood processors, kindling machines, Moheda loaders and a selection of the other wood processing equipment that Fuelwood supplies.

Amongst the machinery and equipment stalls were other exhibitors who were able to offer on the job training courses in forestry and arboriculture and others offering first aid training courses including the +F, which is specifically for forestry workers/operators. There were tree nursery stalls able to offer advice on planting and plant care, charcoal manufacturers, pest control specialists, vandal proofing machine cabs and specialised companies which buy standing timber or will harvest and market timber for landowners.

The Forestry Commission had a large marquee with experienced employees on hand to offer advice on forest policies and regulations. They were happy to explain to the visitors the role they play in today’s forestry. They had an interesting selection of artefacts and photographs from the bygone era of forestry, including a Forestry Commission Austin A35 van.

The Confor tent was near the entrance for the woodland area and was hosting many seminars and lively discussions on the current topics affecting our industry.

I then entered the woodland area; this was a beautiful area of mature, well-thinned spruce and hardwood trees.

It was clearly marked with a one-way system through the wooded area and the first display I saw was

Top: Mus-Max WT10 and 12 Woodchippers from B Price
Above left: Fuelwoods Heizohack Chipper Truck
Above right: Wesstech Woodcrackers Tree Shears

Jas P Wilson, which had a large display with its own Botex loaders and trailers being demonstrated, FAE mulchers and Posch firewood processors.

Just along from there were some interesting and unusual equipment supplied by Reeds Ltd, including some clever fencing attachments for fitting onto small excavators. One had a hydraulic auger fitted where the bucket is normally attached on the boom; this was perfect for drilling the holes for straining posts and gateposts as it is a much narrower hole than can be manually dug out. The posts are far more secure and less likely to move when straining long wire lengths against them or hanging heavy gates. Another clever attachment was the hydraulic post knocker; bolted onto the end of the boom with a plunger shaped bottom that fits over the fencing stake and works via a hammer action that will drive the stake into the ground securely. The excavator’s boom can be adjusted during this to ensure the stake is kept level. A further useful attachment was the hydraulically adjustable wheeled grader which is pulled behind a tractor for forest road maintenance. Forest roads need to
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• Wood chippers
• Wood chipper combinations
• Stumpgrinders
• Woodgrapples, cutters & saws

07977 098432 | 07813 110886
mark.jibson@sky.com

For full product range visit www.votex.co.uk

Tel: 01432 274361
For full product range visit www.votex.co.uk

ON THE VERGE OF PERFECTION

See Votex UK in action on YouTube

MULE PRO-DX

BUILT STRONG TO WORK HARD

Durable and reliable, the MULE PRO-DX is the utility choice for many professionals. Ideal for demanding forestry environments, the MULE PRO-DX offers a class-leading 453kg capacity low tipping cargo bed and 907kg towing potential. High torque diesel power moves cargo and crew quickly with the safety assurance of the Roll-Over Protection System (ROPS).

For more information and to find your local Kawasaki dealer, please visit www.kawasaki.co.uk

Kawasaki
be kept in good order to keep timber moving from harvesting sites, for fuel deliveries and to reduce damage and punctures to engineers and operators’ vehicles.

Not far away there was the opportunity to try out your ‘Robin Hood skills’ at the field archery area, which looked to be popular with the visitors.

Next on my travels was the Forestry Workers Zone; this was a masterful idea. Industry experts were giving demonstrations on the correct way to perform chainsaw maintenance, hydraulic systems and how they work, and tuition on how to strip down a hydraulic cylinder along with career advice on finding work in forestry and arboriculture.

This is something I would like to see developed further; it is a wonderful opportunity for youngsters and people looking for a change in career to discover what the industry can offer them.

Paul Vidgen had the new Prinoth Raptor 500 Mulcher displayed along with Trevi tree shears, tractor mounted scarifier and other land clearing equipment. Paul has been supplying AHWI Prinoth equipment in the UK for over 20 years.

Further along was Marshall Agricultural Engineering; the company was demonstrating the Westtech tree shears and the DinaSaw automatic band saw sharpener, and the mighty little Iron Horse mini grapple skidder was showing off its capabilities. There were KRPAN forwarding trailers with loaders, 3pt linkage skidder winches, grapples and firewood processors that you could have a good look around. There was equipment to suit every pocket from occasional users to everyday professional use.

Home Forestry was exhibiting a large diameter trailer-mounted Ra-baud log splitter and tree shears attached to a tele-handler for working in the crowns of trees. The company’s own designed Workbox was being displayed; this is both a bunded oil/tool store and workstation. Nathan Home was demonstrating the BWD Alstor 8x8 840 Combi Pro; this can either be used as a low impact mini forwarder or can easily be converted into a stroke harvester. It can be legally towed on a trailer behind most 4WD vehicles.

Caledonia Forestry had also made the long trip south and had a nice display of Palax firewood processors with a Kesla forwarding trailer and loader. The loader had a side-mounted hydraulic winch which was a great idea for getting wood that was hard to reach or awkward to get to into range of the loader to pick up.

There were some very talented chainsaw carvers on the woodland circuit who were drawing quite a crowd when I was there. I saw three of them and one was carving a squirrel, another a bear and the third one seemed to be carving a character from Lord of the Rings.

The horse logging was great to see; they were snigging out single logs and the horses appeared to be in their element in the forest. I am pleased there is so much interest in this as it would be a sad day for the industry if there were no more working horses.

The final stop before arriving back at the field was the Riko forestry display. This was spread over a big area with a large selection of forestry and firewood equipment. One item really caught my eye – the portable Timbery Sawmill. The larger 14 hp motor version was on offer at the show for £3050 +VAT and will cut up to 55cm slabs. You can keep adding sections to it so it will cut up to the length of the bed it runs on. I have to admit to being sorely tempted.

Back on the field I wanted to see the UK loggers competing for a place on the team to represent the UK at the World Logging Championship. The ones I saw were well matched in the different skills so it looked like it was going to be a tough battle until the selections were made.

I thoroughly enjoyed the show; I felt the whole of forestry was very well represented with lots of events, stalls, demonstrations and seminars to please everyone who has an interest in forestry and trees. I am looking forward to returning in two years’ time.

Rab Easton is editor of Forest Machine Magazine www.forestmachinemagazine.co.uk
Three hundred children from two local primary schools enjoyed the Confor Woodland Show at Longleat. Staff from Forestry England provided the meet and greet for the school groups and set them off round the show with volunteer industry guides. Huge thanks go to the exhibitors who welcomed the groups to their stands and explained what they did.

The army of eight industry volunteers gave up their time to show the children round; some have been regulars at APF exhibitions, others were new to it this time round - it’s not such a hardship though from their comments:

“I had a great time as always with the children who are very clued up these days with environmental matters.”

“It was great fun and I enjoyed it as much as the kids. They definitely loved seeing the machinery working and chatting to people.”

The two local schools, Mere School and Horningsham Primary School were brought to the show on shuttle buses organised by the show committee. From their comments after the show they too had a great day out:

“We had a fantastic day - we can’t thank you and all those involved enough for giving us such a great opportunity. The children absolutely loved it and were buzzing when we got back to school!”

“We have had the most tremendous day with you today - thank you for allowing us to come at no cost. The staff and children are ‘buzzing’ with excitement and appreciated how well everything was organised and how friendly all your helpers were.”

“I have had comments from both the teaching assistants and parents that having the knowledgeable volunteers to show them around makes all the difference.”

School visits will be back at APF 2020!

Top loggers chosen for UK team

After two days of intense competition at the show, there is now a UK team for the World Logging Championships in Belgrade, Serbia 2020.

Six of the best loggers from the UK started out hoping to make the Top 3 by the end of Friday. Scores from three rounds of competition were added together to select the team. Congratulations to Mark Edwards, Richard Elliott, and Gethin Hughes in the professional class. Gethin Jones will be representing the UK in the Under 24 class.

UK Loggers would like to thank the sponsors, Husqvarna UK, Aspen, Tillhill Forestry, Euroforest, Clifford Jones Timber, Fisa and Confor for hosting the competition. Without all of you we would not be representing the UK in Serbia next year.

Using drones in forestry

At the show, Artio Geomatics and Barle Forestry held seminars and demos on UAVs in forestry. One of the more exciting applications of UAV mapping technology is the opportunity it presents for surveying the invariably treacherous windblow site. Using a UAV, Artio Geomatics can capture imagery of the site and render an accurate 3D model, from which a wealth of precise data can be generated. Such data includes stocking densities, DBHs, species mix, the degree (or percentage) of the slope, and precise timber heights, volumes & quality. This is all without having to step foot in the area, greatly reducing operational risk and cost.
Spaldings parts are designed and manufactured for Spaldings to exacting quality standards and are supplied to fit machines indicated and are not sold as genuine parts.

TMC CANCELA forestry machines are specially designed for mulching branches and low trees, including remaining stumps after felling trees; producing a very high degree of mulching, often to sawdust.

Engineered with high specification build quality, utilising high strength steel and incorporating cutting edge technology to produce patented, long lasting, replaceable hammers with carbide tips.

Geared cable winches
Rugged 3-point linkage mounted winches manufactured in Germany with wireless remote control.

Tough Forestry Mulchers

TMC CANCELA forestry machines are specially designed for mulching branches and low trees, including remaining stumps after felling trees; producing a very high degree of mulching, often to sawdust.

Engineered with high specification build quality, utilising high strength steel and incorporating cutting edge technology to produce patented, long lasting, replaceable hammers with carbide tips.

Geared cable winches
Rugged 3-point linkage mounted winches manufactured in Germany with wireless remote control.

Transmission system with TURBO CLUTCHES to ensure tractor overload protection.

Wireless remote control supplied as standard with all winches to ensure ultimate operator SAFETY!

High performance tungsten parts available now from stock!
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Loxston Groundcare Ltd are the sole UK distributor for Irus mowing machinery

The Irus range of remote controlled mowers are designed for mowing and maintenance of precipitous slopes, parks, roadside verges and railway embankments offering reduced risk of injury to operators. Irus remote control mowers will go where standard walk behind or ride on mowers cannot go safely being able to run on slopes of up to 50°. Radio control ranges of up to 300m ensure that operators are always out of harm’s way.

We will be able to supply new machinery, attachments and spare parts.

To make an enquiry please call us on 01460 242562 or email us info@loxston.co.uk

www.irus-mowers.co.uk

---

Suppliers of new and used forestry firewood and fencing machinery

Alstor mini forwarders • Rabaud Firewood processors • Saw benches • Kindling machines • Chain winches • Farma cranes and trailers • Log peelers & pointers • Log splitters 14-80 tonnes • Cone splitters • Cleaving splitters • Grader blades

New in stock

Alstor 840 pro-combi forwarder
Rabaud F80 log splitter 80 tonne
Rabaud 2.5m grader blades
Rabaud 300mm tree shear for Manitou

Call Nathan on 07966 365157

T. 01460 718456 M. 07966 365157 www.homeforestry.co.uk E. nathan@homeforestry.co.uk

Home Forestry llp, Willowdene Farm, Chorley, Bridgnorth, Shropshire WV16 6PP
A student’s perspective

Young conservation student Martha, who has an interest in the forestry sector, happened to attend the AGM. Here are her own thoughts on how the forestry sector could future proof itself.

I am a conservation student and attended the CWS2019 because I am interested in learning more about the land use sector and how I can get actively involved in shaping it. I passed the Confor tent and spontaneously joined a meeting that had already started. I started to engage in the discussion that was going, not knowing that I was actively participating in the Confor AGM!

The Confor board were talking about how to spread awareness and get people involved with Confor.

I thought it might be useful to share my views on this, from the outside perspective of an interested young student keen to get involved in land use and sustainability.

I could think of several ways to entice the younger generation to get involved with the sector:

• More social media presence to spread awareness and create communities
• More engagement with colleges and universities. This can be done by teaching students about what you do and by involving them in your projects.
• Have quarterly meetings with student members to see what they are doing and how you can support them or get them involved. This would give them a stronger sense of community with Confor.
Market correction running its course

The market correction is now running its course with prices levelling out and supplies now being redirected towards those markets showing signs of recovery in terms of demand.

Domestic market
The British market is closely linked to what is going on in Europe and Scandinavia and whilst our own political turmoil is doing its best to impact demand, natural turmoil is impacting on supply.

The very dry summer of 2018 together with associated wildfires and then the storm incidents of winter 2018/19 have led to a massive upsurge in salvage felling. In fact, despite the depressed timber markets most countries a reporting record high levels of felling as woodland owners seek to salvage damage stock as well as cash in crops whilst they have value and then look to restructure the species within their woodlands.

There is a considerable degree of uncertainty over whether the salvage logging operation can keep pace with the spread of beetle damage and as to how quickly the timber will degrade to the point where it is only fit for biofuel.

Central European countries such as Germany, Czech Republic, Austria, France and Slovakia together with Sweden have large volumes of distressed timber which is likely to keep downward pressure on both roundwood and sawn wood prices in the UK.

With the widespread problems with growing spruce in Europe appearing to be caused by drought stress and therefore possibly being a product of climate change. I cannot help believing that the case for growing commercial crops of spruce in the UK gets better and better. Can the UK, in time become the premium spruce resource of Europe? Yes we would have to be very focused on disease prevention and control strategies but we have the climate, soils, technical expertise and crucially a tree breeding programme to do it, but do we have the political will?

At the same time as supply of timber to the market has increased, Brexit uncertainty has significantly reduced customer demand for sawn timber causing the market to stagnate as end users wait to see whether we will be in or out of Europe on 31 October.

Many sawmills in the UK are now taking production capacity out as they seek to reduce their stocks and costs when they can buy imported sawn timber cheaper than they can produce timber from their own sawmills. The end user market is over-supplied at the same time as we have unprecedented political uncertainty making very difficult trading conditions for UK processors. Thankfully the pound remains relatively weak against the euro which has provided a degree of protection to UK producers.

Softwood, reducing demand v reducing supply
As prices have fallen this has reduced activity levels in the forest and seen contracting resource moved into thinning operations and hardwood jobs which have slowed production down. At the same time the slowdown in sawmilling activity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Lower price</th>
<th>Upper price</th>
<th>Trend</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Log 18</td>
<td>£65.00</td>
<td>£75.00</td>
<td>↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bar 14</td>
<td>£55.00</td>
<td>£60.00</td>
<td>↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRW</td>
<td>£50.00</td>
<td>£55.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fencing</td>
<td>£60.00</td>
<td>£65.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H Wood firewood</td>
<td>£60.00</td>
<td>£70.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

£ per tonne delivered to customers in Wales, central and south England (Sept 2019)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Lower price</th>
<th>Upper price</th>
<th>Trend</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Log 18</td>
<td>£65.00</td>
<td>£75.00</td>
<td>↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bar / pallet 14</td>
<td>£45.00</td>
<td>£60.00</td>
<td>↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRW</td>
<td>£40.00</td>
<td>£50.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fencing</td>
<td>£50.00</td>
<td>£60.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H Wood firewood</td>
<td>£50.00</td>
<td>£70.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

£ per tonne delivered to customers in north England and Scotland (Sept 2019)

GLOBAL TRENDS

China continues to dominate the global timber market and the demand from China impacts on virtually all other wood fibre trading patterns.

Whilst the headline figures show a decrease in Chinas overall log imports for the first six months of 2019 of 2% in volume and 14% in value closer inspection shows that softwood imports rose 5% whilst hardwood imports fell by 16%.

Softwood imports totalled 21.06 million cubic metres, a 5% increase on the previous year whilst at the same time the average value of imported softwood saw logs was down 3% on the previous year to $135 per m3. The second quarter of 2019 also saw China import a new record quarterly volume of 8 million m3 of sawn timber.

So, despite lower prices the Chinese market remains a huge draw for global suppliers.

The hardwood saw log trade continued downward trend both in terms of volume and value with prices falling by 12% year on year.

Whilst Russia and Canada are the dominant players in the Chinese trade, the Nordic countries have steadily increased their market share and are now the third largest importer into China.

Germany has also begun to export...
both sawn and round softwood to China during the last year.

This overall trend of increasing softwood volumes at lower prices is mirrored by the global market trends. The North American market has not recovered as fast as predicted during 2019, with housing starts lower than expected and major production curtailments ongoing in the Canadian sawmilling sector and in particular British Columbia where production has fallen by 16.5%.

Prices have now stabilised in North America and since August there have been modest prices increases and lead times have crept out to 4 weeks on prime sizes as the supply and demand equations comes back into balance.

There are now signs of recovery in the MENA region (Middle East North Africa), economic activity has begun to pick up and the forecast is for continued expansion in softwood lumber in this area and in particular Egypt and Saudi Arabia.

In summary whilst prices have declined steadily over the last year there and now signs that this has stabilised and as demand increase, we should start to see a slow improvement in softwood prices.

has seen a reduction in co-product supply which has now started to impact on availability for large scale industrial small roundwood users to the point where some are now actively looking for material again. As we move into winter and the shooting season production from the forest will decline further and we may yet see an upturn in demand for small roundwood over the winter.

Sawlog prices remain under pressure and buyers are looking to reduce prices even further as their yards are full and demand is weak.

Conversely demand from smaller users of roundwood has remained relatively good, especially in England and prices have held up remarkably well, in Scotland roadside stocks are now reducing especially of spruce. In some areas there is still stock of mixed conifer fuelwood but as we move into winter demand for this type of material should improve.

The firewood market has also picked up over the last six weeks with some major users of firewood looking to increase their purchases of domestic firewood and reduce their dependence on imported material.

Hardwood, shortage of really good quality parcels

The hardwood selling season has barely begun in the UK but demand for oak appears to remain strong and prices for prime planking and beam material remain very, very strong.

Oak continues to replace many traditional tropical hardwood species and is steadily increasing its market share in Europe at the same time as manufacturers in China and Asia follow the European fashion for oak. Fashions, EUTR rules, traceability and sustainability requirements and increased requirement for durable timbers have all contributed to increased use of oak.

The European flooring market provides and interesting example of this, in 2008 oaks market share was 58%, in 2018 it was 80%. Tropical species are being steadily replaced by one temperate species, albeit one that is slow growing, under pressure from disease and pests and seeing its natural range potentially restricted by global warming. Demand for other temperate hardwood species such as beech, syca-
Owning a commercial forest will give you:
• Capital growth
• Tax free income from timber sales
• Capital Gains Tax protection
• Inheritance Tax protection

Please contact Iain Peddie for further info
01738 442 903
idp@highfield-forestry.com
www.highfieldforestry.com
Market brought back to earth with a jolt

Powerful headwinds have buffeted the UK’s timber markets through spring and summer 2019. Originating in both our domestic climes and those of continental Europe, they have provided an unwelcome jolt to market participants after the buoyancy of 2018. Indeed, it was the very optimism induced by the strength of downstream demand last year which contributed to the market’s recent challenges.

Confident of strong demand from the housing developers and the builders’ merchants in the upcoming season, the UK’s sawmills were operating at high capacity levels through late winter and early spring. Indeed, by mid-March, we were hearing reports of certain mills running short of storage space in their sawn stockyards. Meanwhile, the equally upbeat timber importers and the equally upbeat timber importers had also raised their purchase volumes through early-2019.

The level of stockpiling was compounded by Brexit-related concerns as 31 March and the UK’s (intended) departure loomed, as concerns circulated about lengthy customs delays and as fears spread that essential building supplies would run short. By late March, vast volumes of timber were rippled through the spring and summer. Similarly, the panel board and co-product users who, anxious to secure supplies, were therefore forced to pay higher prices for what was available.

Meantime, events in northern Europe were exacerbating the weakening in demand for home-grown timber and the lack of pricing power for the end-products. Widespread storm damage and an epidemic of bark beetles across Germany, Czechoslovakian, Austrian and Swedish forests had prompted large-scale felling activity. In response, sawmills have dramatically increased their processing volumes, especially in Germany, bringing large volumes of sawn timber to already-soggish continental markets, forcing wholesalers to reduce prices and seek additional offers in other markets. Inevitably, some of these discounted stocks surfaced in UK warehouses. Similarly, the panel board and biomass sector have seen an abundance of small roundwood and coproducts dramatically reducing delivered roundwood prices.

Although sterling’s recent weakness is likely to have softened the deflationary impact of large volumes of low-cost continental sawn wood supplies on the UK’s market, their existence has certainly aggravated the challenges faced by the domestic timber supply chain as it seeks to discover a new balance between supply and demand.

As a result, capacity utilisation at UK sawmills remains contained, harvesting contractor rates are still subdued and log prices have pulled back. Moreover, Brexit remains unresolved, even if increasingly desperate measures on both sides of the argument suggest some climactic and decisive conclusion lies shortly ahead.

Optimism

Despite the weak backdrop and the prevailing scepticism, there is some scope for optimism. With competition intensifying in the mortgage market and rates continuing to fall, an important aspect of the housing market remains supportive. Afterall, cheaper mortgage costs should attract new buyers and support current prices. The stimulus of sterling’s weakness is also increasingly apparent. July’s GDP rose 0.3% month-on-month, exceeding analysts forecasts for 0.1% growth and benefiting from rising export and service-related demand. Indeed, its impact is increasingly apparent in the OECD’s index of leading economic indicators for the UK which, after 12 months of weakness, is now bottoming out.

The sector has spent the most of 2019 readjusting to these new factors and processors have to a large extent readjusted their supply chains. Their forward bought inventory is now in line with there anticipated requirements and roadside stocks are in a more balanced position, and consequently purchasing is now in line with anticipated demand.

As the US lumber market showed earlier in the year, excessive despondency can leave markets highly susceptible to sharp and powerful rebounds. Despite the temporary pessimism, underlying confidence in the UK’s housing and timber markets remains well-established. Market participants should therefore be wary of unduly pessimistic predictions ahead of the 2020 sales season.
When you sign up to a service contract before 31st October 2019*. Quote reference FTN919.

FREE RHI COMPLIANCE CHECK
When you sign up to a service contract before 31st October 2019*. Quote reference FTN919.

BIOMASS SERVICE & MAINTENANCE

FUEL SUPPLY

PLANTROOM MANAGEMENT

Eco Green
Composting Equipment
T: 01260 223 273
E: info@kingfeeders.co.uk

Why buy Eco Green?
✓ Range from 5 cubic metre to 30
✓ Durable and robust construction
✓ Heavy duty 4 auger machine
✓ Alternative more economical 2 auger model
✓ Heavy duty boron blades with 2 bolt fixing
✓ Outlet discharge elevators built with heavy duty stainless steel chain
✓ Emergency stop buttons on all models as standard
✓ PTO / diesel / electric drives
✓ Rear loading hopper as standard
✓ Large comprehensive range of spares with next day delivery
✓ Nationwide in-house support team
✓ User safety training on all machines
✓ Flexible payment plans with guaranteed buy back

www.ecogreencomposting.co.uk
Building carbon levels in soils

Climate change has put a lot of responsibility in the lap of UK forestry and it’s down to everyone of us to step up, says Toby Allen of Say It With Wood.

At Say It With Wood we can tell you roughly how much carbon our various machines and processes emit, and approximately how much we store by turning trees into products. Over the last few years, we have been exploring ways to sequester more carbon, and find a use for low grade material from unmanaged woods at the same time. Being surrounded by agricultural ground, the obvious choice is to regenerate depleted soils by building carbon levels stored as humus.

We have thought of two ways to do this; the first is by making charcoal for use as a horticultural soil improver (Biochar), the second by using the chip from small diameter broadleaved trees (Ramial Chip Wood).

Biochar has many benefits and it will last for thousands of years in the soil - a great opportunity for carbon storage on its own. Charcoal has a massive surface area, it can be ‘charged’ with nutrients and mycorrhiza before being added to soil. Because of the increased microbial life plants are more able to take up nutrients while the mycorrhiza build soil carbon as a bonus. A chance conversation with a customer at our yard led to us attending a course by soil carbon expert Ed Revill, who showed us simple gasification burners to generate heat and make biochar. A fact of burning wood is most heat is given off by burning gas, and most carbon is emitted from charcoal. Gasifying burners give off hardly any particulates, if the fire is either smothered or quenched when the gas has finished burning, charcoal is left. Which means we can have clean heat, AND store carbon at the same time.

PLUS adding extra mycorrhiza to the soil in turn builds more soil carbon.

Ramial Wood Chip has been trialled extensively in Canada as a way to regenerate depleted soil within a few years. The young lignin in small diameter wood is broken down easily and increases microbial life which in turn builds long term humus levels. This is a lot more stable than humus created from products such as straw, it is also a fantastic way to utilise the small diameter wood found in most unmanaged woodlands.

Improving depleted soils, while making heat for houses or electricity, sequestering carbon and bringing more woodland into management is a very exciting prospect. More productive soil means we have more space to plant trees. If anyone wants to get involved, wants to know more or has information to give, please get in touch with us and ask for Laura or Toby.

Sayitwithwood.co.uk T: 07958345833

Protector boosts benefits of wooden pallets

A venture from James Jones & Sons promises to improve the quality, length of life and environmental benefits of wooden pallets dramatically and reduce the whole-life cost of a pallet significantly.

UPALL is a joint-venture company led by James Jones & Sons. It manufactures and fits protectors at the point of entry on wooden pallets. This means the pallets last longer, need fewer repairs and stay in circulation for longer than conventional non-protected pallets.

Tests have been carried out on the protectors at Virginia Tech that show wooden pallets protected by UPALL have a lifespan three times greater, or even longer, than a conventional wooden pallet. This is because the pallet experiences substantially less damage, reducing downtime, equipment maintenance and housekeeping, and improves safety – and also, because the pallet is in circulation for much longer, the wood used to make it is utilised for substantially longer.

Further testing took place at Edinburgh’s Napier University in the first half of the year, where results have shown similarly positive benefits to users.

Gil Covey, chairman of UPALL Ltd, said: “The UPALL protected pallet is a truly innovative and ground-breaking development in wooden pallets, which is critical to so many supply chains. Rigorous independent testing and trials show that this proprietary product brings remarkable increases to the lifespan of a pallet and reduces its cost significantly. Meanwhile, the considerable increase in service life gives significant environmental advantages over unprotected wooden pallets.”

The protectors can be supplied in corporate colours, with printed logos and other designs. The enhanced appearance of the pallets makes them ideal for display directly at the point of sale in retailers.

www.upallpallets.com
Ploughing or mounding
Which is more environmentally friendly?

by Iain Kyle, forestry manager at Davidson & Robertson

Ploughing is still the preferred method of site preparation for many forest managers and landowners. The Forestry Commission favour mounding... but which is the most environmentally friendly?

Landowners and forest managers carefully consider the most suitable site preparation method on a site by site basis. The chosen method is dependent on the ground conditions and the long-term commercial and environmental objectives of the woodland. The ability to identify the type of land and its constraints, comes from years of practical experience of working in the industry and knowing the land, so seasoned foresters are well placed to decide the best way to prepare a site. On the other hand, how the Local Conservancy Officers interpret the UK Forestry Standards, can vary greatly.

Recently, there has been an amendment to the site prep payments of the new woodland creation (NWC) grant scheme. If you intend to prepare the site by ploughing, you face a reduction in payment by 11% (targeted area) or 12.5% (standard area). This equates to £240/ha of the initial establishment grant. Maintenance payments rates are not affected, so remain the same.

The guidance refers to ploughing, regardless of the soil type. When asking, the Forestry Commission Scotland (FCS) clarified that the reduction in the payment rate is to reflect that ploughing is cheaper to carry out than mounding. This may be the case on some sites, but with the development of equipment like the Envior-mounder, contractors are charging similar rates whether to mound or plough.

Site preparation techniques are a very topical talking point which incentivised me to undertake a Major Research Project (MRP) as part of my M.Sc. in Forestry Management at Harper Adams University.

Comparison of tree growth on mounded vs ploughed sites
The project investigated the growth of Sitka spruce trees on newly planted commercial forestry sites using different ground preparation techniques. Having 30 years’ experience of working as a Forest Contractor and now a Forest Manager, I was keen to research this topic further, testing my initial thoughts on the best site preparation methods.

Carrying out the research, I compared four sites across the south of Scotland to assess tree growth in the initial two to four years. The project revealed that trees grew 31% higher and there were 14% more trees per hectare on ploughed sites versus mounded sites.

A finding of particular interest was evidence of tree instability on mounded sites when carrying out the site inspections.
Is ploughing really an evil to avoid?

Scottish Forestry state that ploughing releases more carbon into the atmosphere than any other site preparation. However, I challenge this argument. If trees are growing 31% quicker and there are 14% more trees per hectare, wouldn't this offset any additional carbon released?

Furthermore, farmers release carbon on a yearly basis when they plough their fields, whereas forestry sites are ploughed once in 40 years and the trees themselves absorb carbon. The argument doesn't add up.

Forestry Commission England (FCE) recently held an event on New Woodland Creation and the inevitable topic of site preparation came up in discussions. When discussing ploughing, I was told by an FCE representative, to “stop pushing the rock up the hill and go with the flow”.

Similarly, on another occasion when meeting an FCS representative on-site to discussing site preparation, that if I was to plough this site “it would be unlikely to be approved this time next year but if I was to mound, it will be approved in three weeks”. My client wanted to progress quickly, so we had to compromise on the second option.

The alternative replacement to ploughing is mounding using an Enviromounder. And yes, on inbye or improved grassland with relatively little vegetation and free draining soils, this method works well. However, as you travel further up the hill where vegetation is more dense, with rushes, bracken and Sedges grasses, the Enviromounder seems to struggle to create a suitable mound and instead creates a ‘scref’.

As highlighted earlier, my own research project indicated a significant difference between ploughing and mounding (trees grew 31% higher and there were 14% more trees per hectare on ploughed sites opposed to mounded sites). This concurs with the results from trials carried out by Zehetmayr in 1960.

My overall conclusion is that there are still gaps in the research. One technique does not fit all, and ploughing should still be considered as a sensible environmentally sound site preparation option.

**Power for the future with £14m biomass plant**

Glennon Brothers, established in Longford in 1913, is a third-generation family business and one of the premier names in the UK and Irish timber processing industry. Employing 500 people directly, and another 250 people indirectly, Glennon Brothers has invested over £100m in the past two decades in its four plants in Fermoy, Longford, and Windymains and Troon in Scotland.

As part of their investment programme in machinery and environmental innovation, Glennon Brothers built a £14m biomass Combined Heat & Power (CHP) plant in their Troon facility in Scotland. Completed in 2018, the plant produces 2.5MW of electrical power, sufficient to supply the entire site, with surplus energy being exported to the UK national grid.

With gas capacity at a maximum, one of the key objectives was to replace gas with renewables such as woodchip, buttchip and bark to generate heat to dry timber, thereby conserving fossil fuels and reducing the carbon footprint. The use of renewables onsite has also reduced road haulage by 50%, again helping the reduction of CO2 emission. The investment has furthermore created added value as renewable heat is used to dry woodchip and sold as a value-added product, thereby increasing its monetary value. A new progressive kiln was also built and connected with the Combined Heat and Power facility, increasing the plant timber drying capacity to 110,000m³.

The low emission plant meets the highest emission directive limit and operates 24/7, using highly automated smart technology. The CHP plant has also been recognised by the Timber Trade Journal, shortlisting Glennon Brothers as one of three finalists, selected for the 2019 Timber Trade Journal Smart Manufacturing Award.

Pat Glennon, joint managing director of Glennon Brothers, said: “Our core belief is that from forest to front door, we endeavour to care more by investing in our people and state-of-the-art equipment, in order to improve product quality and enhance customer service. The CHP plant is a great example of pushing the boundaries of environmental innovation and technology, improving efficiencies, while making our industry more environmentally friendly.”

www.glennonbrothers.ie

**‘Viable’ substitute for oak**

US start-up company Fibonacci claims to have developed the “most eco-friendly lumber product on the planet”. With the objective to address deforestation and cater for an increased need for quality lumber the new HempWood material aims to provide a viable substitute for solid oak.

The company claims that, in addition to being 20% stronger than oak, HempWood grows 100 times faster. Instead of waiting several decades for a tree to fully mature, hemp can be harvested and regrown in just six months.

HempWood is made from hemp fibres and soy-based adhesives which are processed into a hardwood alternative via a patented method using bio-mimicry.

The $6m Fibonacci factory, which opened in Murra, Kentucky, in spring 2019, recently started production of the material and is currently seeking further investment and distributors. It controls more than 40,000 acres of hemp.

Although the company claims that the raw material will be grown “sustainably”, concerns might be raised about fertiliser use and the requirements for extensive farm land to grow hemp and the associate opportunity cost.

https://hempwood.com
The Cairngorms National Park contains some of the finest, most extensive and well-connected native woodlands in Scotland. There is a long heritage of forest management across the National Park and it continues to be the perfect test-bed for combining commercial forestry with good environmental management.

The alluvial soils of the Cairngorms are perfect for growing a wide range of species, not least Scots pine and birch which have been recorded growing above 1000m above sea level. This means we have enormous potential for creating more pine and birch woodlands across the National Park. The swathes of trees that already cloak the lower slopes of our mountains are an inspiring reminder of the potential for more forest across the whole of Scotland.

Over the last two decades, a number of estates in the Park have significantly reduced deer pressure resulting in some spectacular woodland regeneration without any need for fencing. This has saved some of our most celebrated pine woods from serious decline and is to be applauded. Alongside this, many grouse-moor managers have removed deer, limited sheep grazing and controlled mountain hare, with woodland regeneration arising in unexpected places on the edge of the moors.

Stocking levels of natural regeneration can be very high (>5000 trees/ha); in some locations, if thinned appropriately, this creates potential for the production of a unique, high-quality timber resource. A number of forest managers across the Park are making good use of regeneration and continuous cover in existing forests as a means of combining good environmental management with commercial timber production.

Earlier this year, the Cairngorms National Park Authority (CNPA) launched a new Forest Strategy for the National Park. A key objective of the strategy is to promote the creation of new woodlands whilst demonstrating the potential for integra-

Cairngorms Forests
A rich heritage of native timber production

by Will Boyd-Wallis
tion of different land uses across the Park. The strategy seeks in its 100-year vision to see a ‘forest culture’ develop throughout the Park’s communities. We want to see more people employed in forestry and benefiting from all the environmental, social and economic opportunities that more healthy and extensive forests provide.

The Forest Strategy stresses the need to produce 5000 hectares of new forest over the next five years and provides guidance on how and where this could be done. The emphasis of the strategy is on native species because as a National Park we always want to produce the best quality habitat for wildlife alongside other forest management objectives. Non-native species are by no means ruled out for carefully planned productive forestry but ideally, we believe we can demonstrate the untapped commercial potential for more native timber use.

The reasons for more woodland creation in the Park are many, but the Scottish Government’s declaration of a climate emergency has increased our resolve to ensure the land is put to best use for future generations. We cannot go on forever importing so much timber when we have the potential to produce so much more of our own. We cannot go on increasing the height of our flood defences when our hillsides could support a much more diverse and water absorbent wooded landscape. The need for sustainable, locally sourced resources, including timber, has never been greater than now and is only going to increase in the future.

With this urgency in mind there are now added incentives for woodland creation in the National Park. Scottish Forestry Grant Scheme applications within the target areas (shown in the Forest Strategy) may receive an additional 12.5% payment. On top of that, CNPA, with the help of Scottish Forestry, Woodland Trust Scotland and Scottish Natural Heritage have launched a ‘Woodland Challenge Fund’ to help with the costs of putting together grant applications. These incentives are predominantly aimed at increasing native forests which we believe, if managed well, will become increasingly marketable in the future.

Will Boyd-Wallis is head of land management for the Cairngorms National Park Authority.

Sustainability built in to the business plan

by Nicholson Nurseries

Unlike most civil infrastructure or commercial building projects, landscaping companies have the inherent potential to offset environmental costs of raw material manufacture and use with the beneficial aspect of well-considered habitat creation and management. Not only this, but with such a huge bias towards private contracts, it is also at our disposal to steer clients and projects in a more environmentally sustainable direction, without having the constraints of stringent public budgets and political agendas.

Responding to our passion for the environment, we have appointed a sustainability manager and set up an environmental committee which meets each quarter to discuss business-wide improvements, and we regularly evaluate our policies to ensure they comply to industry standards and regulations. We contacted 14 local commercial companies, as well as the Environmental Agency, BALi and APL to establish what others were doing to combat their effects on the environment. With only one response received from those contacted, we saw an opportunity to set our own benchmark for environmental sustainability.

Since then, we have been working towards launching our own, bespoke scheme which we have named the Ecology Rating Award (or E.R.A. for short). It is used to evaluate each of our projects against a carefully developed grading system, covering a range of elements affecting environmental impact including material management, planting considerations, wildlife, conservation and water management.

We have been trialling the new scheme for the past year and have already seen huge leaps in progress. We have updated it to include a more rigorous approach to hard surfaces (utilising the BREEAM Green Guide for material specification), amalgamating the different aspects of all departments into one concise checklist, and added a new award level, the Platinum Award. We are proud to already have nine new projects reaching this exceptionally high standard.

The environmental impact of our projects is a driving factor in our decision-making process. We hope that by leading the way in creating and trialling new ideas, others will see how easy it can be to follow suit. It is fundamental to the Nicholsons’ philosophy that commercial gain never outweighs that which is truly important: the health of the natural world around us.

www.nicholsonsgb.com

GET INVOLVED

The Woodland Challenge Fund is currently being run as a pilot. We are very keen to hear from any landowners in the National Park considering woodland creation who may appreciate the help (up to £3000) this fund can provide. For more information please contact our woodland advisor David Hetherington: davidhetherington@cairngorms.co.uk 01479 8705516.

CONFOR.ORG.UK
The Englefield Estate in Berkshire is working in partnership with the Pang Valley Flood Forum (PVFF) on a pilot project which aims to assess the benefits of using more natural methods to try to reduce flood risk.

A team from the estate, under the direction of the PVFF, has been constructing so-called leaky dams on the River Bourne - a tributary of the River Pang. The dams are designed to "slow the flow" of floodwater, which in turn reduces the risk of overbanking, and the likelihood of flooding further downstream.

The work, funded by Defra, has been undertaken by a team led by the Englefield Estate's forestry manager Richard Edwards, on estate land south of Pangbourne.

Richard said: "The River Bourne is usually quite peaceful, wandering through the countryside until it reaches the River Pang. But it is in a narrow, deep channel, so in extreme weather the waters can flow very powerfully, potentially contributing to extensive flooding downstream."

"We know that people in Pangbourne were hit badly by flooding some years ago, so when we were approached by the Pang Valley Flood Forum, we were keen to help out."

"The Englefield Estate has been caring for the environment for generations, and we wanted to make sure the work was done in an environmentally friendly way."

"Their grant was awarded to help increase the research knowledge of using Natural Flood Management (NFM) techniques rather than hard, concrete structures and this really appealed to us. We built leaky dams using locally felled trees which are placed in the river in such a way that the natural base flow of the river isn't really affected."

"But in times of rising water levels and potential flooding, the dams will hold back the flow and slow it down so it is less destructive downstream."

Richard added: "While work was getting under way it was interesting to see that the Environment Agency nationally was saying that climate change is increasing the threat of floods, and that we can't win a war against water with ever-higher flood defences. Instead, we should be looking at a range of solutions, one of which is Natural Flood Management - which is exactly what we have been doing here."

"We hope that our work will be seen as a pioneering way of effectively reducing flood risk, protecting people, homes and infrastructure in a sustainable way using natural materials close to hand."

www.englefieldestate.co.uk/the-estate/forestry

L-R: Ricky Eaton and Jason Clark (B & R Eaton), Englefield Estate Forestry Manager Richard Edwards, Kay Lacey (PVFF), and Clive Loveridge (PVFF)

CONFOR WELCOMES NEW MEMBERS

Davidson & Robertson, Cumbria
Focus on Forestry First Ltd, Powys
Forestry and Land Scotland, Midlothian
Greentec Uk, Yorkshire
Greentech Ltd, North Yorkshire
GTM Rural Enterprises Ltd. Cambridgeshire
KWR Plant Hire Ltd, Lincolnshire
Lime Circle, Nottinghamshire
Michael Ramage Forestry Ltd, Roxburghshire
Natural Resources Wales, Shropshire
NMC2, Wiltshire
Richard White & Co Ltd, Denbighshire
Simon Webb Forestry Services, Herefordshire
Steel Viper, Aberdeenshire
Aimee Tonks, Wiltshire
Alistair Walton, Cumbria
Catherine Pearson, Cumbria
David Delve, Somerset
David Warland, West Yorkshire
Edward Baxter, Fife
Gavin Russell, Renfrewshire
George McClelland
Heidi Stevenson, Staffordshire
Jemma Bargery, Devon
Joel Gray, Devon
Lachlan MacEwan, Perthshire
Lewis Webb, Warwickshire
Mark Steele, Cumbria
Martin Schroeder, Lincolnshire
Mat Box, Devon
Matthew Cobb, Nottinghamshire
Phillip Powles, Gloucestershire
Robert Stevenson, Staffordshire
Rosie Dutson, Cumbria
Simon G Stuart, Renfrewshire
Steve Warwood, Shropshire
Susie Drew, Hampshire
Thomas Dutson, Cumbria
A fund for our future?

by Stuart Goodall, Confor chief executive

If you’ve read recent leaders I’ve written for FTN, you’ll know that Confor has been exploring the potential for an Industry Fund. It’s something many of our counterparts in other countries have introduced, and in this issue we feature what New Zealand has put in place (see next page). It’s proven popular there, with, earlier this year, businesses/owners voting 89% in favour of continuing with it for another six years at least.

Introducing a fund or levy is no small task, and especially when contemplating a voluntary arrangement, it’s vital to ensure that there is widespread and strong support before deciding to set anything up. Accordingly, I’ve been working with the Confor Board to ensure we follow a robust process and, before any final decisions are made, I’ll be looking for their endorsement and a clear indication of that strong, widespread support from industry – at the moment my plan is that we would organise a vote, similar to that in New Zealand.

Before we get to that point, however, there are six key steps that have to be taken.

1. As a first step, Confor has undertaken research to define a potential mechanism for collecting and administering funds. This important work will underpin the second step which is an initial discussion with members. The aim here is to get first feedback on the suggested mechanism and to learn what it is that people would like to know, and what questions they would like answered about a Fund before they would feel comfortable supporting it.

2. Based on the feedback we receive we will move to a third step of preparing a prospectus. This will set out in more detail how a fund would work, what activities it could support and the benefits that support should deliver for members and the wider industry. It will also seek to answer the questions that have been raised.

3. The plan is that the prospectus, to be approved by the Confor Board, will be the formal document that Confor uses for the fourth step of consulting in depth with members and wider industry. The prospectus will also be used to secure support and commitment to provide additional match funding from politicians and officials across the UK – a key element I believe of any successful Fund.

4. If feedback from the sector is positive, then the fifth step will be to prepare the formal business plan of an organisation to manage a UK fund. This will be put to the Confor Board for approval, and if that is secured, then

5. the final sixth step will be to hold a vote, on the basis of the business plan, where members and businesses across the industry can have their say.

At that time, Confor will also liaise with the businesses that would be expected to collect the funds to ensure that they, collectively, are prepared to undertake that role.

In the coming months, both colleagues and I will be speaking at various scheduled Confor events across the UK – committee and group meetings, etc.

I would encourage you to come along to these if you can and to give us your input and feedback so that any future Prospectus is as comprehensive as possible. Even if you can’t make those meetings, the Prospectus will be made available for you to see clearly what is being proposed and for you to have your say.

I believe a Fund, if established properly, could make a major difference to helping our industry succeed in the future.

stuartg@confor.org.uk
In 2013, New Zealand established a statutory levy to collect money from harvested timber with the purpose of “advancing the forestry industry both domestically and internationally”. In 2019, a referendum was held to measure industry support for the six-year old levy system – 89% voted in favour, representing 99% of the forest area.

The New Zealand levy is officially known as the Harvested Wood Material Levy and applies to all wood material harvested for commercial purposes. All forest owners who are harvesting for commercial gain will be liable to pay the levy.

There is only one flat levy of 27 cents per tonne applied regardless of species or owner.

Under the Commodity Levy Order the forest owner is solely responsible for paying the levy. Where the forest owner no longer owns the log or other product when it reaches the data collection agent, the owner of the product may pass the levy cost back down the purchasing chain to the forest owner.

The levy is collected from forest growers. It may be collected directly or indirectly. The two key collection points are either at a processing facility or at the wharf. Domestic processing facilities and marshalling companies act as data collection agents to provide information that forms the basis of invoicing. Data are supplied to Levy System Ltd on a monthly basis.

Governance
The Forest Growers Levy Trust is the ultimate governance body. The seven board members are drawn from a cross-section of the forest-growing industry, comprising four representatives of those owning forests over 1000ha and two for smaller forests. This composition reflects where the levy contribution comes from. These positions are voted on by levy payers within the respective categories, eg over 1000ha owners vote for their representatives only. There is also an independent chair. The board meets quarterly and has the power to approve the annual work programme, the levy rate and any other key decisions.

**FACTSHEET**

Name: Forest Growers Levy Trust

Corporate structure: Incorporated Society (Inc)

Levy

- Collected from forest growers.
- 27 cents per tonne for the first year with the ability to strike a maximum levy rate over the six-year levy term of 30 cents per tonne.
- Levied: Logs, posts, poles, forest waste, binwood, hog fuel and woodchips produced in New Zealand sourced from a plantation forest.
- Not levied: Bark sold separately, Christmas trees or domestic firewood. Production from natural native forests.
What was the main driver for establishing the levy system?
The key driver for our levy was a change in the level of government support for all industries. A decline in the ratio level meant that the industry needed more funding, otherwise programmes would need to be downsized. Another factor was that it unified the growers and provided economies of scale and greater influence.

Has it been contentious?
100% buy-in from the outset is difficult to achieve. Concerns raised have included the balance of where the funding has been applied, the extent to which some people are benefitting but not paying because the levy is only collected every 30 years at harvest and whether wood processors should claim some of the levy.

Every six years, a referendum is held to determine whether there is majority support. To be successful, the referendum must have the support of 50% of voters by number and also 50% by volume. Thereafter, the Minister must also be satisfied that an adequate process has been run and any issues addressed.

The forest industry’s first referendum was in 2014. We have just completed a second referendum for the six-year period 2020-2025. The results were 89% by number in favour and 99% by area. This is an increase on the 2014 figure which was 86% for both.

New Zealand’s levy is underpinned by an Act – why not a voluntary scheme?
This is a very important element. The Commodity Levies Act in NZ recognised that with multiple small producers there is a significant challenge in achieving common buy-in for common good. Most primary producer groups in New Zealand utilise the Commodity Levies Act and have done for many years. Forestry is a late arrival. Some of the large forest companies were wary about ceding control of funding to a Levy body but with six years of experience now behind us the latest vote shows that there is now confidence in the system.

Prior to 2014, the Forest Owners Association operated a voluntary levy that was fully supported by the larger forest owners and undertook considerable pan-industry good, but it did not raise the level of funding that the current system does.

How is the use of funds determined?
Under our Commodity Levies Act the referendum material must prescribe what it is the levy will be directed toward and roughly in what proportion so that people can vote accordingly and give feedback. We have a series of broad categories that cover most activities and research has always been over 50% of what the levy has been spent on.

Priorities can change and the proportions in the various categories have varied year-on-year, but these adjustments have been at the margin. It would be difficult to eliminate spending completely on any of the referendum-agreed categories.

There is a series of checks in the system including project managers, subject matter committees (which all projects must go through) a secretariat that has general oversight and of course, the levy board which is a Trust established on behalf of the growers.

How do you communicate with contributors across the sector?
Since 2014, changes have been made in the representation of growers at Committee levels, the funding approval processes, and in the way we communicate with growers. This is a healthy evolution and further efficiencies and improvements are planned.

The Levy Trust operates in parallel with the two key voluntary forest grower associations in the country – the FOA (Forest Owners Association) which is the large corporates, and the FFA (Farm Forestry Association) which are typically smaller woodlot owners. These associations provide communication channels that provide reach to a lot of owners. However, there are thousands who are not members and whose prime business may be other than forestry. Communicating with them continues to be a challenge but we have developed a comprehensive database to try to address this. The website has also evolved and improved and is another key mechanism. Finally, when undertaking a referendum a significant effort is put into roadshows, webinars etc.

www.fglt.org.nz
The practical challenges of harvesting a spruce plantation in the middle of an island are considerable. Eigg sits 10 miles off Scotland’s West Coast – five by three miles across, it has a fascinating history, superb wildlife and a vibrant community. One of Scotland’s first community buyouts and the first island buyout, Eigg has been owned and managed by the Isle of Eigg Heritage Trust since 1997.

Twenty-two years on, led by the community itself, Eigg has built solid foundations, undergone significant change and worked tirelessly to adapt and develop to meet the changing needs of a growing population which is currently sitting around 110.

Part of the Trust’s role involves managing 247ha of forest land; a mixture of commercial plantation, mature policy woodland, native woodland and intervening open ground. The 70ha conifer plantation was created in the early 1980s by the then owner of the island, Keith Schellenberg, amidst a chaotic period of ‘lairdship’. It has not been thinned or actively managed and is starting to blow over. A Scottish Forestry approved Forest Plan includes a phased programme of harvesting to make sustainable use of the forest integrating it with other aspects of the island economy and diversifying and restructuring the woodland through restocking.

With no national grid connection, the island has been a pioneer in developing its own renewable electricity grid supplied by a mix of small-scale hydro, wind and photovoltaic panels. When it comes to heat energy, 85% of the community have solid fuel stoves which they rely on for heating their homes. With support from the Climate Challenge Fund, the Trust has developed a woodfuel enterprise to provide a reliable and quality supply of locally produced firewood to displace much of the coal and heating oil that otherwise has to be imported. Woodfuel sales have doubled over the past two years reaching domestic and business customers as well as supplying Eigg Primary School. The woodfuel enterprise has created two permanent jobs and the modest income from sales contributes to the activities of the Trust and is reinvested in the woodlands.

The Isle of Eigg Heritage Trust is also working on projects to expand their community and visitor centre An Laimhrig, and looking to build four new affordable homes for rent. Log stoves/boilers will be installed into each development, linking in with the woodfuel supply. Local timber will be incorporated into construction where practical.

The practical challenges of harvesting a spruce plantation in the middle of an island are considerable.
grant funding, Scottish Forestry has agreed to allow the detail of the works to be decided after an initial tranche of timber has come out. This will ensure that the money is spent to greatest advantage and directed to where needed on the weakest sections of the road.

Vice Convener of The Highland Council, Councillor Allan Henderson, welcomed the partnership of the island community Trust, Scottish Forestry and the Council working together in this manner. “We care deeply about our remote island communities and this project shows how we can all get together to work for a good outcome: improving the fragile public road, encouraging sustainable forestry and promoting green energy; all at the same time”

Road improvement on an island brings its own challenges; equipment and materials need brought in by boat and seasonal constraints and adverse weather conditions all contribute to higher costs than a mainland project. In awarding the Transport Scheme to co-finance the much-needed road improvement works, widening corners, adding passing places and strengthening some stretches.

The cost of bringing a harvester to the island requires a minimum harvest beyond the immediate woodfuel needs of the community. This first phase will harvest around 3300 tonnes, exporting 75% to the mainland with the remainder providing the community with 3-5 years of firewood supply and local building materials. In total there is around 20,000 tonnes to be harvested from this rotation over two decades.

The Isle of Eigg Heritage Trust has brought together an experienced and bespoke team. The Community Woodlands Association has provided advice and support helping to secure the formal permissions required from Highland Council (as Roads and Pier Authorities). Ian

Continued on p57
Forestry Attachments

Providing World Leading Forestry Attachments

- Mulchers & Flails
- Stump Grinders
- Log Crackers
- Log Grabs
- Cone Splitters

www.approvedhydraulics.co.uk

BESPOKE OPTIONS MANUFACTURED IN-HOUSE

KILN SERVICES LIMITED

Offering a comprehensive range of professional log & woodchip drying kilns for the timber industry. Log, woodchip, sawn timber, pallets & fencing.

The drying programs used on our multiple air pass kilns are designed to give optimum efficiency and quality drying freshly split logs in just 5 days down to average moisture contents of 15%.

A reversing air flow every 2 hours ensures uniform drying.

Please note that those companies that have installed inefficient single air pass shipping containers and have existing R.H.I. contracts can now replace these keeping their existing boiler and R.H.I. contract, this gives increased production and drying quality whilst reducing fuel consumption by 50% per cubic metre of logs dried.

Manufacturers of Timber Drying Kilns for over 38 years

Please visit our website for more information www.kilnservices.co.uk

t: 01621 785 935 e: kilnservices@btconnect.com

Kiln Services Ltd, Essex, CMO 8TE
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Shaw (Glencoe Timber Ltd) waited patiently until the project was ready, bringing his harvester and forwarder to Eigg on the local freight vessel, the Spanish John II. The two machines were driven across Galmisdale Bay at low tide to reach the forest and were quickly put to work. Knoydart Forest Trust is transporting the timber down the road with their bespoke tractor-trailer. Their experience of harvesting remote community forests means they understand the sensitivities of fragile infrastructure and community working. This is their first ‘overseas project,’ and offers an exciting opportunity to put money into another local community economy.

The Troon Tug Co has provided a sea transport solution where no one else could. The Red Princess, a 750 tonne landing craft, is able to interface with the Council slipway in just the same way as the local ferry service allowing a smooth, swift and safe loading process.

Glenon Brothers were the final, but perhaps most significant part of the chain, purchasing the timber for processing at their sawmill in Troon. Without export and sale, the harvest could not have been financed. The first loads have already been taken to the mill.

As for restocking, the community has established its own tree nursery. Seed collected on-island and registered with Scottish Forestry is being grown in a polytunnel and outside beds. The expectation is that the community will be able to restock and restructure the woodlands with home-grown trees helping to protect the island’s biosecurity. Restructuring provides opportunities for improved access, new spaces for play and exercise and will help to build on Eigg’s community outdoor spaces – encouraging and promoting overall wellbeing. The restocking aims to establish cycles of smaller scale felling and restocking to sustain the woodfuel enterprise in the long-term.

This challenging timber harvesting project is modest in commercial terms, but it highlights just what can be achieved by a small community co-ordinating the efforts of a highly experienced team, where each organisation involved is willing to support a venture doing things a little differently.

**OBITUARY**

Nick Davey

Many members throughout southern England had been supplied with planting stock by Perrie Hale Forest Nursery which was owned and managed by Nick and Judy Davey. Originally started by Judy’s father in 1957, Nick and Judy took over in the mid 1970’s and now being managed by Ollie and Faye Davey.

Nick was “one of the good guys” and was always positive and supportive of the forest industry. As a SW Confor committee member, Nick had positive views about the forest industry and represented the nursery trade well. He also represented the industry with many regional roles within The Royal Forestry Society from Secretary through to Chairman and was a long-term committee member. He played significant roles with the Devon County Show as DCS Woodland Section Chairman until a couple of years ago, and as a steward for years. He was a constant woodland judge for the DCS annual woodland competition.

With the support of Judy and his family, Nick was a large influence throughout the Southwest with many people asking for and receiving salient woodland advice from planting through to silviculture. His zest for woodlands and trees is legendary and with his generous, friendly nature, Nick will be missed dearly by our community. Among Nicks last few words to me, just over a month ago, after we spent the day on an RFS Field Trip in Cornwall, were “Life is good”. Nick died as the result of an accident on 3 of July 2019, aged 66 years. His recent retirement from the nursery was the start of a new lease of life and he was looking forward to a new chapter living between Portugal and Devon that has been sadly denied. Our best wishes go to Judy and family. 

**Bryan Elliott**

**LETTER**

We need funding across the whole sector

Dear Editor, I read the reference to the need for training across the forestry industry in *Forestry and Timber News* for August (p6-8) with interest. You asked for thoughts on what needs to be done.

Can I suggest that the fundamental need is for funding across the whole sector? Training today is expensive and the smaller employers cannot afford to take on and train young people just to see them move on to other employment when they have the necessary skills.

What is needed is a training levy across the whole industry whereby every forestry employer contributes to a fund and those large enough to train new entrants and forestry colleges doing so, are funded, of at least part funded through it.

This of course is going back to the Industrial Training Act of 1964 through which forestry training was funded in this way but very short sightedly, forestry was taken out of scope when agriculture refused to pay up. Such a scheme exists in many industries. Why not in forestry? *Esmond Harris FIC* For

**GET INVOLVED**

What are your views on an industry contribution scheme to fund key activities that will futureproof our industry, such as training provision to secure our future workforce? Share your views with stuartg@confor.org.uk

**FTN WEB RESOURCES**

Don’t forget FTN web resources are available at [www.confor.org.uk/ftnweb](http://www.confor.org.uk/ftnweb)
Mulching mowers from 10HP-350HP
Tough & versatile
Many attachments available for every forestry job

Tough Tools for a Tough Job.

Purchase direct from the UK Importer:

1892 890364
info@lameng.com
Lamberhurst Engineering Ltd
Priory Farm • Parsonage Lane
Lamberhurst • Kent TN3 8DS
www.lameng.com

An Independent Customer Focused Business.

We can offer great support and advice during any purchasing decisions for a range of quality forestry equipment. Our bespoke design and fabrication services mean you get exactly what you want at a competitive price. Modifications and upgrades are our speciality. Call us to discuss any requirements you have on 01434 230852 we would be pleased to hear from you. Alternatively visit our website for more information as to what we offer.

www.forestmachineservices.com
Twenty years ago, small-forest owners came together to create an international forest certification system that had their needs at heart. On 30 June 1999, PEFC was born. Today, PEFC continues to care for forests globally and locally. Ben Gunneberg, PEFC International CEO, shares with us his vision of forest certification, past, present and future.

The original aim of certification was to tackle deforestation primarily in developing countries. However, in general, the uptake of certification has been highest in Europe and North America. Do you think we need to adjust this balance and how?

The original aim of forest certification was to address increasing consumer demand for sustainably produced wood products. It was established to reward best management practices and provide a mechanism for forest owners to demonstrate their sustainable forest management, allowing consumers to make a positive choice for products coming from such forests.

The forestry sector had to create clear blue water between good forestry and bad landuse practices which resulted in forests being converted to other uses such as palm oil and beef production. That said, certification was a constructive, positive and welcome alternative to the crude tools, such as blanket bans on certain types of wood, prevalent in the 1980s.

The fact that the uptake was initially highest in North America and Europe is because this was where the more sensitive markets were, many of the forests were already sustainably managed and many of the challenges of sustainable forest management had been resolved. This is also where we managed, as a movement, to get acceptance for multi-stakeholder processes resulting in the PEFC endorsed UKWAS scheme.

The balance is gradually equalising, with increasing numbers of national forest certification systems developed in Asia, Africa and South America. In Asia Pacific alone, there are over 40 million hectares of certified forests, many of which are more productive than the European forests we are more familiar with.

Certification is heavily focussed on the forest management process; do you think we need to focus more on the outputs of forest management? How can we do that? To get the desired outputs of sustainable forest management, you need to ensure certain best practice processes are in place. The real challenge nowadays is to ensure continued on page 61
Growing Timber in Fine Mesh Shelters

OUR FINE MESH SHELTERS blend in with the landscape, and because of their ventilation, are happy in our warmer and changing climate, wind blow resistant, and bird friendly, (they can climb in and out). Trees may grow a little slower, but have stronger stems.

MANUFACTURERS of Spiral Guards and WHOLESALERS of Fine Mesh Shelters, Plastic Mesh Deer Fencing, canes, stakes, mulch mats, etc etc and Forestry & Hedge Plants of Native Provenance ‘The One Stop Forestry Shop’
Large Stocks Ensures Fast Service

Tel: 01588 650496
Fax: 01588 650631 For our full brochure

FARM FORESTRY Co Ltd
Eaton Farm, Bishops Castle, Shropshire SY9 5HX
www.farmforestry.co.uk

100% Recycled Plastic Sapling Protection

Spiral tree guard

• Protects saplings from Rabbits, Hares, and Systemic Herbicides
• Expands with the natural growth of the tree
• Can be supplied ventilated if required
• Available in clear, brown or green finishes
• 40mm and 50mm diameter tube sizes
• Order direct from the manufacturer

Tel: +44 (0) 1623 812333
Fax: +44 (0) 1623 812444 Email: info@anini.co.uk
www.spiraltreeguard.com

We’ve got it in the bag!

BAG Supplies Ltd.
Packaging suppliers covering the UK and Europe

We specialise in the supply of all types of firewood and kindling net bags, ventilated bulk bags, cubic nets and frames, bag loading trays, polypropylene sacks, standard bulk bags, LDPE sacks and storage tarpaulins.

We carry a large range of stock in various sizes at our warehouse for delivery within 48 hours of your order.
We even offer a free personalised print and design service so your nets/bags can be ordered with your logo or design.

We’ve got it in the bag!

01768 862157 07798 723040
info@bagsupplies.com www.bagsupplies.com
The forestry sector had to create clear blue water between good forestry and bad landuse practices.

By encouraging all retailers and procurement processes to be inclusive and recognise the value that both PEFC and FSC bring to society. Currently, 40% of FSC-certified forest is also certified to PEFC. This is the result of some retailers perpetuating the myth that one system is better than another and insisting on supplies from just one. In reality, both certification systems have consistently and independently been proven to be robust and credible. The choice of the best way for delivering credible certification must be left to owners and managers, and not be dictated by those furthest away from the forest. This would allow money invested in dual certification to be diverted into the certification of more forests.

Where do you see certification and PEFC in 2039 – What innovations do you hope will have taken place?

By 2039, certification will be the norm. Society will value the full environmental, economic and social contributions that forests and forest-based products bring to a sustainable world. The real value of forest certification, including the consensus-based dialogue approach to tackling bottom-up challenges of society, will have been adopted widely, with many positive outcomes:

• The Sustainable Development Goals have been delivered by the forestry sector and the sector has been recognised for its contributions in this respect.
• Landscape approaches and integrated multipurpose land management are the norm. The jurisdictional approach to certification of several soft commodities including forests and agricultural products, as well as other benefits such as carbon credits and water quality, means a more coordinated approach to landscape management.
• PEFC, as a sustainable development organisation with local and global multi-sectoral and multi-stakeholder convening power, is a supplier of information and partner of choice in tackling society’s challenges. PEFC and other likeminded organisations are increasingly sought out for the bespoke testing of innovative solutions and cost effective implementation of mutually beneficial solutions.
• Forestry-based products from sustainably managed forests are considered by society as the undisputable climate friendly materials of choice, thanks to the efforts of a confident, responsible forestry sector value chain, that made use of all the benefits of certification to regain their place and respect as guardians of society’s spiritual home - forests.

In the UK, certification has been widely adopted by larger forest owners and management companies but seems to be unattractive to smaller forest owners. In much of Europe, PEFC works closely with Forest Owners Associations; do you think that there are opportunities to do that here in the UK?

Yes, having worked for the Timber Growers Association, this is an issue that continues to bother me. There are new approaches to regional certification that could make it possible for many more forest owners to become part of group certification. I could envisage all owners on the existing Forestry Agency databases being eligible to join a group, under certain circumstances. It would require overcoming some obstacles, but I believe, with the willingness by all parties, there are processes that could be adapted and used in the UK. I’m not saying it’s easy and there may be opposition, but yes, I believe it can be done.

How can we improve auditing (Forest management & Chain of Custody) to make the process more efficient, more meaningful, and even more cost-effective?

An important aspect of our strategy is exploring technology innovations that have the potential to simplify certification and management processes. There are already plenty of tools and approaches available that certification users can creatively adapt to make auditing more efficient, meaningful and cost-effective, such as satellite data and geospatial information. Improving the information flows and avoiding data entry duplication will also make processes more efficient. One example is using mobile apps to support on-site audits.

Nearly all the woodlands certified in the UK, are certified to both FSC and PEFC. How can we increase the value of this ‘dual certification’?

In the UK, certification has been widely adopted by larger forest owners and management companies but seems to be unattractive to smaller forest owners. In much of Europe, PEFC works closely with Forest Owners Associations; do you think that

Thinking about forest owners/managers and wider stakeholders
- how can we improve the value of forest management certification?
Forest certification is like an iceberg - most people only see part above the water (market access etc). The real value of forest certification is the power it has to convene stakeholders from all walks of life. Enabling them to work together, build trust and confidence and tackle collective challenges from the grassroots upwards.

The value of certification can further be improved by the whole forest value chain taking pride in its crucial work in tackling some of society’s greatest challenges. This is not a ‘false pride’ I’m advocating, rather one based on independent third-party verification of best practices, not only in the forests but along the chain of custody all the way to the consumer.

Chain of Custody certification seems to confuse lots of people, do you think that we can make it simpler and maintain credibility and improve transparency in the supply chains?
This is why we have been revising our Chain of Custody standard with the advice and guidance of practitioners and experts throughout the value chain. The trick is to get the optimal balance between simplicity and robustness, without sacrificing credibility. Technology has evolved to offer new pathways to simplify the certification processes, such as remote sensing. Logo generator tools make compliance with the requirements easier, whilst at the same time reducing the risk of trademark misuse.

In the UK, certification has been widely adopted by larger forest owners and management companies but seems to be unattractive to smaller forest owners. In much of Europe, PEFC works closely with Forest Owners Associations; do you think that

The forestry sector had to create clear blue water between good forestry and bad landuse practices.

By encouraging all retailers and procurement processes to be inclusive and recognise the value that both PEFC and FSC bring to society. Currently, 40% of FSC-certified forest is also certified to PEFC. This is the result of some retailers perpetuating the myth that one system is better than another and insisting on supplies from just one. In reality, both certification systems have consistently and independently been proven to be robust and credible. The choice of the best way for delivering credible certification must be left to owners and managers, and not be dictated by those furthest away from the forest. This would allow money invested in dual certification to be diverted into the certification of more forests.

Where do you see certification and PEFC in 2039 – What innovations do you hope will have taken place?

By 2039, certification will be the norm. Society will value the full environmental, economic and social contributions that forests and forest-based products bring to a sustainable world. The real value of forest certification, including the consensus-based dialogue approach to tackling bottom-up challenges of society, will have been adopted widely, with many positive outcomes:

• The Sustainable Development Goals have been delivered by the forestry sector and the sector has been recognised for its contributions in this respect.
• Landscape approaches and integrated multipurpose land management are the norm. The jurisdictional approach to certification of several soft commodities including forests and agricultural products, as well as other benefits such as carbon credits and water quality, means a more coordinated approach to landscape management.
• PEFC, as a sustainable development organisation with local and global multi-sectoral and multi-stakeholder convening power, is a supplier of information and partner of choice in tackling society’s challenges. PEFC and other likeminded organisations are increasingly sought out for the bespoke testing of innovative solutions and cost effective implementation of mutually beneficial solutions.
• Forestry-based products from sustainably managed forests are considered by society as the undisputable climate friendly materials of choice, thanks to the efforts of a confident, responsible forestry sector value chain, that made use of all the benefits of certification to regain their place and respect as guardians of society’s spiritual home - forests.

In the UK, certification has been widely adopted by larger forest owners and management companies but seems to be unattractive to smaller forest owners. In much of Europe, PEFC works closely with Forest Owners Associations; do you think that
Famed for its steel production, Wales may not seem the likeliest place to build its homes from timber. But the land of the dragons is overhauling its housing policies and timber plays a pivotal role.

Putting timber and forestry at the heart of housing policy
Wales hasn’t always been the king of steel. 200 years ago, locally-grown larch was the building material of choice. In 2018 the country harvested 1.6 million m³ of timber. The majority of the harvested logs could be graded for construction.

Recognising the climate crisis and the role of the built environment the country is keen to bring housing, timber manufacturing and forestry together into a value-creating ecosystem to provide the commercial environment necessary for investment in the supply chain.

As part of the Home-Grown Homes partnership, Powys County Council has adopted a Wood Encouragement Policy. The policy sets out that all new council housing projects will look to use wood as the preferred material for both construction and fit-out purposes. The first projects based on the policy are underway, including the first affordable social housing development for 30 years in Newtown. On completion, the three-storey building will contain 26 one-bedroom flats, constructed using Welsh-grown timber for part of the primary structure and also for windows and doors.

Modern methods of construction
The Welsh Government’s £90m Innovative Housing Programme (IHP) recognises using timber combined with new and emerging forms of construction helps to deliver homes faster. Using home-grown timber also means Wales could exceed the objectives it laid out in its report ‘Prosperity for All: A Low Carbon Wales’, released earlier this year, a topic also addressed in a Government-commissioned report by Woodknowledge Wales: ‘Zero Carbon Homes.’

As a result, one in three homes in Wales are now built from timber frame and more than 3250 panelised timber frame homes were manufactured in Wales in 2018. Welsh-manufactured timber frame for social housing grew from 445 units in 2016 to 752 in 2018, an increase of 69%. In addition to timber frame, cross-laminated timber (CLT) is now gaining momentum in homes across Wales.

Timber frame’s popularity is due in part to its ability to meet Passivhaus levels of performance. And this approach to housing hasn’t been missed by Wales’ education sector. Burry Port Community Primary School in Carmarthenshire pays homage to the wonders that Welsh building materials can bring. Constructed from Welsh-grown larch, Douglas Fir and Sitka spruce, the school was the first Passivhaus school building in Wales. This has created a beautiful and sustainable environment for children to learn and play in.

Welsh timber: the perfect choice for high-end construction
The range of suitable softwood species in Wales places the country as one of the most favourable environments in Europe, according to foresters. This includes growing conifers such as Sitka spruce, Douglas fir and other minor species. Welsh grown Sitka spruce is already strength graded to C16 and with new grading technology, mixed strength grades of C16 and C24 would be possible in Wales. Douglas fir and larch grown in Wales can already be visually strength graded to C24. Essentially, Welsh timber has great potential for use in high-end construction.

Recognising the great build quality that can be achieved using Welsh timber, architects and builders are increasingly specifying it for interior and exterior joinery, wood fibre insulation and external timber cladding.

Welsh timber: the perfect choice for high-end construction
The range of suitable softwood species in Wales places the country as one of the most favourable environments in Europe, according to foresters. This includes growing conifers such as Sitka spruce, Douglas fir and other minor species. Welsh grown Sitka spruce is already strength graded to C16 and with new grading technology, mixed strength grades of C16 and C24 would be possible in Wales. Douglas fir and larch grown in Wales can already be visually strength graded to C24. Essentially, Welsh timber has great potential for use in high-end construction.

Becoming a high-value forest nation
Brokering a national dialogue on the forest economy as
one of the pillars a future low carbon society, Wales’ annual WoodBUILD conference 2019 brought together enthused stakeholders including policy makers, members of the forestry industry, suppliers and manufacturers, joiners, academics, housing professionals and industry bodies to discuss the country’s potential of ‘Becoming a high-value forest nation’.

With such collaboration and goodwill, Wales is ideally placed to create the much-needed sustainable and efficient homes it needs for future generations as well as the forests that will provide the building material.

FTN WEB RESOURCES

All links in blue are available online. Case studies for Larch house, Burry Port and Ty Newidiadau

www.confor.org.uk/ftnweb
South East Forestry: We buy – We fell – We sell
Call John Davies on 01580 819179 or 07759 567801
www.southeastforestry.co.uk

Unmanaged woodland?
Overstood coppice starting to fall over?
Timber growth stopped due to much competition?

South East Forestry can help with your woodland management needs and provide economic returns.

We are looking to purchase large volumes of woodland grown standing timber from unmanaged and managed woodlands.

• All hardwood species sought
• Oak, Ash, Sweet Chestnut, Hornbeam, Sycamore
• Thinning, coppice and clear-fell
• All softwood species of interest
• Felling licences arranged to meet your woodlands needs
More bark please...

David Sulman discusses the case for recovering more bark from UK harvesting operations.

When people think of forest products, many may not think of bark as a significant product in its own right. The processing of bark represents a major and integral part of the UK wood supply chain, with more than one million tonnes of bark processed in the UK every year.

It is perhaps all too easy to take this remarkable material for granted, but we should think again; bark products meet the needs of a wide range of markets, including mulches, growing media, play surfaces, soil improvers and equestrian surfaces, to name but a few. With the drive to reduce the use of peat in horticulture, there is growing awareness that bark offers a sustainable alternative. Independent certification and endorsement of some bark products is also available.

Bark not only provides a vital function for the growing tree, but also provides a very versatile product after felling and processing. Demand for bark in the UK is outstripping the domestic supply, with the consequence that there is a reliance on imports to meet demand.

What’s wrong with that you may ask? One particularly timely response is that continued bark imports pose an increased risk of the entry of tree pests and diseases, despite plant health controls. Is all imported woody material appropriately controlled, let alone inspected? Is reliance on documentary evidence, (plant passports etc), a realistic or robust defence?

At a time when there is increasing focus and concern about tree pests and diseases, there is growing concern that bark imports could provide an unwelcome pathway for the introduction of harmful insects and diseases into the UK.

Looking at becoming increasingly self-sufficient, many believe that there is real potential to increase bark supply from our current operations in the UK; so what could be done?

Maximising bark recovery from UK timber harvesting operations

We should start by considering what can be done during harvesting; for example, by encouraging harvester operators and contractors to adapt their practice to minimise bark loss during mechanised harvesting. Keeping more bark on the log, as well as reducing log damage, has other benefits, including limiting drying out and improving recovery in the sawmill.

Improved harvesting practice could include reducing the number of passes through the harvester head, more appropriate feed roller pressures, ensuring knives are well maintained, (preferably with a negative angle), and the use of less aggressive feed rollers, which although more expensive than ‘standard’ feed rollers, those with rubber elements can also help reduce wear and tear on the head, because of the shock absorbing effect. It is also acknowledged that seasonal effects can impact on bark loss during harvesting.

Graham Andrews, a director of TMA Bark, one of the UK’s largest bark processors, said “I fully support the initiative to recover more bark from UK harvesting operations. Demand for bark is increasing and encouragingly, customers are becoming better informed about bark quality matters. In addition, there are growth opportunities in the market, so now is the time to think seriously about what we can do”.

Anecdotal evidence suggests that bark loss during harvesting may be more severe in the southern half of the country.

There’s also a commercial benefit, as better bark fetches better prices and if we can produce more bark in the UK, we can reduce our reliance on bark imports, so it could be a win-win. We need more UK-produced bark – now’s the time to give this serious consideration

David Sulman of Confor said, “I believe that there is a compelling case for maximising bark recovery from UK timber harvesting operations, and hope that increased volumes can be recovered. I would welcome readers’ thoughts on this matter. There is undoubtedly an opportunity to make a difference, which has the potential to benefit us all”.

David Sulman is deputy chief executive of Confor.

Bark processing operations in East Anglia

David.sulman@confor.org.uk
Kiln Dried Logs - Bulk Loads - 45m³ and 90m³ & Artic loads of 48 bulk bags FOR SALE NOW

Our logs are harvested from local forests and are mostly beech, ash, sycamore and birch. They are normally cut to 9 inch lengths and screened, making them ideal for wood burning stoves and open fires. We are now cutting and delivering for this winter.

Woodchip Deliveries

Excellently priced, high quality BSL accredited woodchip for sale across Scottish Borders and Central Scotland.

Please order your woodchip early as we continue to experience high demand.

Contract Chipping

Our 400 hp Musmax PTO chipper is available for hire. It will chip to your preferred specification of chip and produce up to 50 tonnes per hour. It is hired with one of our operators, by the hour.

Please contact us on 0131 440 7949 or info@pentlandbiomass.com
Direct seeding – a viable technique for the restoration of upland native woodland

by Dr Ian Willoughby

Direct seeding is an ancient silvicultural technique that has largely fallen out of fashion in the UK because it is often less reliable, and technically more challenging, than conventional planting. However, research has shown that it can be a viable option for the creation of new broadleaved woodlands on better quality farmland in the lowlands, where it has the potential to be cheaper, require fewer herbicides, and result in a more naturalistic appearance, with denser spaced trees of better form for timber production (Willoughby et al., 2004).

Recently, some woodland managers have also become interested in exploring the potential for using direct seeding instead of planting to establish species such as birch (*Betula pendula* Roth; *Betula pubescens* Ehrh.), rowan (*Sorbus aucuparia* L.) and alder (*Alnus glutinosa* (L.) Gaertn.) in upland forests, for example as a reduced cost option for converting parts of uneconomic conifer plantations back to native tree cover.

Often, pioneer species like birch will regenerate naturally after clearfelling, but where this fails to happen attempts to create a woodland cover on the cheap by ad hoc direct seeding – simply sprinkling an unknown quantity of seed onto a site and hoping for the best - are usually doomed to failure. This is because there are two basic requirements for successful regeneration from seed for any tree species - an adequate supply of viable seed dispersing onto a site, and suitable microsites that favour seed survival and seedling establishment.

For birch, where natural regeneration is successful, established trees will typically have produced a seed rain of 3-530 million filled seeds per hectare, and as seed can cost around £200 per million to buy from a merchant, trying to mimic nature’s deluge by artificial sowing quickly starts to become unviable. For direct seeding to be successful at lower seeding rates, some site preparation and management is likely to be needed.

In 2008, Forest Research therefore set up a large replicated experiment in a clearfelled Sitka spruce forest at Slattadale, 30 km southwest of Ullapool in Scotland. The aim was to explore how different silvicultural techniques might help to improve the reliability of direct seeding for the conversion of parts of upland conifer plantations back to native tree cover.

We found that after seven years, an equivalent of 9000–12,000 seedlings per hectare, depending on the

Continued on p69
The compact **Predator 56RX** stump grinder has it all. With a rear hydraulic PTO for attachments, quickly transform the machine into a narrow access powerpack for site clearance. Attachments include forestry mulcher, winch and turf flail.

✓ Radio control  ✓ 56 horsepower diesel turbo  
✓ 31 inches wide   ✓ Dozer blade/tow bar as standard
Continued from p67
initial sowing rate used, comprising a mixture of birch, rowan and alder, had established in the cultivated treatments. Cultivation was beneficial, but seed pre-treatment and sowing date had less impact on seeding numbers. Very few seedlings occurred naturally in the unsown control plots.

Our work suggests direct seeding may be a viable technique for converting some less fertile, freely drained, upland restock sites to a woodland consisting of birch, alder and rowan, but only if an appropriate silvicultural regime is put in place. Sowing can be combined, on the same restock site, with enrichment planting of other native species with more expensive seed such as indigenous Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.), oak (Quercus petraea Matt. (Liebl.); Quercus robur L.) and juniper (Juniper communis L.). This may also increase resilience to extreme climatic events in the first year after seeding, and in the first two cases, increase the potential for long-term timber revenue to offset future management costs.

Dr Ian Willoughby is programme manager and silviculturist, Forest Research

Important elements of a successful silvicultural regime are likely to include:

1. **Site selection** – avoid fertile sites where weed growth is likely to be profuse, or sites subject to winter waterlogging that cannot be effectively drained, or other sites normally considered unsuitable for birch growth. Upland sites with a northerly aspect, and that have recently been clearfelled and are therefore free of competing vegetation, have the most potential for success.

2. **Species and sowing rates** – use a mix of species, with a minimum of two million viable birch seed/ha, 110,000 viable rowan seed/ha, 40,000 viable alder seed/ha. Where oak, indigenous Scots pine or juniper are required as part of the stand do not seed them, but instead plant them on raised mounds immediately before sowing the intervening matrix with birch, rowan and alder.

3. **Sowing date** – sow from the middle of October to the middle of January. Broadcast sow by hand across the entire site, onto prepared seedbeds, rather than into discrete spots.

4. **Seed pre-treatment** – buy seed with a known viability from a reputable seed merchant, or if self-collecting, test seed for germination percentage before sowing. For birch and alder, dry, untreated seed is suitable, but for rowan, always use seed that has been suitably pre-treated by the seed merchant to break dormancy.

5. **Cultivation** – create a well-drained mineral soil seedbed, free of weeds and brash, in the September before sowing. In the areas to be sown, which might be as little as 50% of the total restock site if the aim is to create only a native woodland habitat, scarify as extensively as possible across contiguous blocks, rather than in small or discrete spots. On wetter sites, create or re-impose a suitable drainage system first, then use an excavator to remove brash, screef the entire site, and, in addition, create raised mounds.

6. **Protection** – control all browsing mammals or fence the sown area.

7. **Weed control** – monitor the site for weeds and control if necessary.

**REFERENCES**


Soil Association encourages integrated land use

Agroforestry is a concept is often dismissed by both foresters and farmers in the UK as “irrelevant in this country” and seen as nice solution for poverty alleviation in the Global South.

However, agroforestry not only for subsistence farmers – it is a broad approach to integrated land use that can is very much in line with the zeitgeist of blurring the imaginary boundaries between farming and forestry.

Agroforestry can be adapted to the circumstances and needs of the UK farming and forestry sector, and contribute to a more integrated land use strategy. In simple terms agroforestry means farming with trees. There are three main types of agroforestry, these are known as:

- Silvopastoral Agroforestry - the combination of trees and livestock
- Silvoarable Agroforestry - the combination of trees and crops
- The use of hedgerows, shelterbelts and riparian buffer strips.

This summer, the Soil Association launched 'The Agroforestry Handbook', written for farmers and land use advisors. The publication is nicely presented and structured as a reference guide including easy-to-read information on Types of agroforestry, practical advice on system design, the economic case for agroforestry and market opportunities. The handbook includes very useful infographics, photographs and case studies to help readers assess the potential business benefits of agroforestry for their farm or woodland and to understand the possible benefits to the wider environment.

In FTN October, we will talk about experimental land use – including some first attempts to look at agroforestry - at Dartington Hall in Devon.

Have you experimented with agroforestry on your land? Do you think it can work in the UK? Contact the editor to tell your story. Stefanie.kaiser@confor.org.uk

FTN WEB RESOURCES

- Download the handbook
  www.confor.org.uk/ftnweb

Share your story

- All aspects of woodland management and design
- Woodland creation, establishment and maintenance
- Timber harvesting and marketing
- Arboricultural surveys and assessments

Contact us today:
01386 554 027
office@abbeyforestry.co.uk
www.AbbeyForestry.co.uk
Forestry Expo was held over two days at Elvanfoot South Lanarkshire this August. The event showcased the latest machinery and equipment available in the industry today, split into two sections: a static trade showground and a live demo area where harvesting equipment could be seen in action from only a few meters distance. I have selected a few brands and pieces of equipment that caught my attention.

Oakleaf Forestry

Oakleaf Forestry showed off a variety of machines including Vimek and Hypro but what caught most people’s eyes were the two Sampo Rosenlew machines. Making its UK show debut, the FR28 forwarder and the HR46 harvester are breaking into the market as small, yet productive, early thinning machines. The FR28 is a 10-tonne capacity forwarder which directly competes with the larger manufacturers and has received high praise from the operators who have had the chance to drive it. It is powered by an Agco engine delivering 124kW and 700Nm of torque, it also comes with the option of either a 7.2, 8.5 and 10.2m Mesera crane with internal hosing optimised for thinning. It weighs 13,000kg unloaded and is only 2.7m wide with 710 tyres which make it ideal for first thinning operations. I personally believe it to be the right machine for the job as UK forestry steers more towards silvicultural thinning.

Ponsse UK

Ponsse UK brought a wide variety of machines to the show, everything from small thinning machinery like the Fox and Gazelle to the larger clearfell machines like the Scorpion king and Elephant. However, what I found most interesting to see was the new machines to there already wide line-up, such as the Cobra harvester or Bison forwarder. The Cobra should be a good fit for contractors and landowners due to its versatility and size as a thinning and clearfell machine, with the option of the H5, H6 and H7 harvesting heads. With eight wheels boasting high-tractive force and low-ground pressure, it provides a good all-round base for UK forestry sites. The stability achieved by its eight wheels and the stabilising rams in the centre joint make it comfortable and productive to drive. The Bison comes into the market as a 16-ton forwarder which has been dubbed ‘the fastest forwarder in the world’ due to its new stepless gear ratio change which...
Treetop Forestry

Treetop Forestry are the UK dealers for Tigercat forest machinery and Logmax harvesting heads, they pulled out all the stops at the Expo to show off a wide variety of tracked harvesters, a couple of forwarders and - unusual to Scotland - a grapple skidder. What I believe to be the highlight of the show was SSE’s live line harvester, with a Tigercat LH845D as the base, the machine was equipped with a feller buncher boom and Logmax 7000Xt fixed head enabling the machine to grab a tree and lift up the whole stem and manipulate it to do whatever the operator wants. SSE now operate three of these machines across Scotland and save millions in not having to shut the line down while harvesting alongside, without having to compromise on safety. Also it was great to see a grapple skidder in action, having not seen one before I was surprised by the power and size of load the 615E could pull and was definitely another highlight of the show.

Komatsu Forest UK

Komatsu made their UK debut of Komatsu 2020 with a static 931xc, 2020 is the next generation of forest harvesting machinery. From the outside, the harvester doesn’t look much different, a few changes to the step there is not much changed. But when you take a look inside the improvements become more apparent. The switch panel at the side has been replaced by a CANBUS switch panel and the large steering wheeler with a lot of operators found obstructive has been replaced by a mini wheel on the side console. Even more improvements have been made to the software, Maxiexplorer, Maxifleet and Maxivision have seen great improvements for the machines and operators to work at maximum productivity and minimise downtime.
**Caledonian Air Surveys Limited**

Air survey photography and photogrammetry for forestry and land management

Nasa Horizons Center, Kintail House, Beecroft Business Park, Inverness IV2 3RW
Tel: 01463 723546
Email: info@caledonianairsurveys.co.uk
www.caledonianairsurveys.co.uk
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**VECTOR POWERDRIVE**

The ultimate post driver for the professional fencer

Difficult terrain and inaccessible places no problem

M8 Tracked Post Driver 220°

Distributor: Davies Implements Ltd
Tel: 01267 237726
Email: sales@daviesimplements.co.uk
www.vectorpowerdrive.com
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**MASON WOODCHIPPERS**

Quality refurbished woodchippers and stump grinders
All makes and models of chipper and grinder
3” to 12” tracked, road tow and PTO
All refurbished machines sold with 30 day warranty

Call us on 01325 377 475 or 07484 081 795
Email john@masonwoodchippers.com
www.masonwoodchippers.com
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**Collins Farming & Forestry Services Ltd**

www.collinsfarmingandforestry.co.uk

- Hedge and woodland coppicing with excavator and tree shear/grab
- Poplar and large tree dismantling with high reach material handler and grapple saw
- Timber extraction and purchasing
- BSL registered supplier of dried and screened virgin woodchip
- Wood fuel chipping to G30, G50 and CHP specs

07850 988 808 / 01728 660 271
info@collinsfarmingandforestry.co.uk
Valley Farm, Saxmundham, Suffolk IP17 2LR

---

**BLADEMASTER**

Premium Quality Sawmill Blades for Lumbarmate, Wood-Mizer, TimberKing and most makes of mobile sawmill
- Technical Advice
- Blade Sharpening
- Sawmill Training

Buy blades online at www.stephencullblademaster.com

---

**Quality refurbished woodchippers and stump grinders**

All makes and models of chipper and grinder
3” to 12” tracked, road tow and PTO
All refurbished machines sold with 30 day warranty

Call us on 01325 377 475 or 07484 081 795
Email john@masonwoodchippers.com
www.masonwoodchippers.com
Load security

by Roland Stiven,
Timber Transport Forum

How best to safely secure a load of logs onto a timber lorry is a subject that requires repeated reiteration. As the amount of timber we harvest increases, more companies and drivers become involved in transporting timber. Lorry configurations and trailer construction are always being updated and the log sizes we transport can change over time. The consequences of a poorly secured load, where logs fall from lorries, could easily result in multiple fatalities.

The Department for Transport Code of Practice Safety of loads on vehicles from 2002 remains current but has been supplemented by online DVSA guidance on securing loads (2018). This in turn refers to the Timber Transport Forum’s Road Haulage of Round Timber Code of Practice (4th Edition) which has three pages on securing logs with multiple bullet points covering various scenarios.

Ultimately, it is the driver of the lorry that is responsible for the safety of the load and both the Forum and the Forest Industry Safety Accord’s Haulage Working Group were keen that drivers have clear illustrations of typical minimum strapping requirements for common roundwood loads.

The new illustrations were launched at the Forestry Expo in August. Everyone in the supply chain can help promote safe strapping of timber lorries and call out those who are cutting corners with safety. Posters are being sent to processor weighbridges along with leaflets to hand out to all drivers.

Strapping timber lorries takes time and attention at the best of times but is made much more difficult and riskier where the driver has to fix straps on a narrow forest road, standing on the edge of a slippery muddy ditch in the cold and rain at twilight. It is for the forest manager to ensure that there are suitable areas for lorries to load and strap safely. Similarly, the processors have a responsibility to provide a safe area for unstrapping loads in the busy mill environment.

The Timber Transport Forum holds information on the forecast volumes of timber expected to come onto the public road at around 2500 sites across Scotland. North Yorkshire County Council holds similar data for their area.

The Scottish data is currently being refreshed and forest managers will be receiving requests for information from a group of consultants calling themselves the Scotland Timber Traffic Survey Syndicate. This is a major exercise and depends entirely on the voluntary contributions from forest managers so please do respond promptly.

The data is amalgamated and anonymised, but it is of great value to the sector. The timber transport groups use it to highlight where the road infrastructure is likely to constrain timber flows. It helps to engage and inform council roads authorities and to support bids to the Scottish Government’s Strategic Timber Transport Scheme which, as of spring 2019, has contributed a total of £40m to road improvement projects worth double that amount.

More information on the Scotland Timber Traffic Survey can be found on the news section of the Forum website. www.timbertransportforum.com

FTN WEB RESOURCES
Download the poster Strapping Round Timber
www.confor.org.uk/ftnweb

Exit points

The Timber Transport Forum holds information on the forecast volumes of timber expected to come onto the public road at around 2500 sites across Scotland. North Yorkshire County Council holds similar data for their area.

The Scottish data is currently being refreshed and forest managers will be receiving requests for information from a group of consultants calling themselves the Scotland Timber Traffic Survey Syndicate. This is a major exercise and depends entirely on the voluntary contributions from forest managers so please do respond promptly.

The data is amalgamated and anonymised, but it is of great value to the sector. The timber transport groups use it to highlight where the road infrastructure is likely to constrain timber flows. It helps to engage and inform council roads authorities and to support bids to the Scottish Government’s Strategic Timber Transport Scheme which, as of spring 2019, has contributed a total of £40m to road improvement projects worth double that amount.

More information on the Scotland Timber Traffic Survey can be found on the news section of the Forum website. www.timbertransportforum.com

KEEP YOUR LOGS STRAPPED TIGHT

Timber up to 3.3m
Two load straps on front bay nearest cab if no headboard or crane.

Timber longer than 3.3m
Two load straps per bay.

Timber up to 3.3m
Two load straps on front bunk of draw trailer.
BESPOKE 4TRACK ENGINEERING

NORCAR POWERFUL ROBUST MINI LOADERS

T: 0800 011 69 28  M: 07867 42 69 19  EMAIL: INFO@MOORENDLTD.COM
MOOREND LIMITED, MOOREND LANE, SLIMBRIDGE, GLOUCESTERSHIRE, GL2 7DG.

MOORENDLTD.COM
NORCAR.CO.UK
Country style

Eamonn Wall drives Volvo’s V60 Cross Country

Volvo estates have always been popular vehicles among country folk who always seem to be moving stuff about. The V70 Cross Country was one of the first 4WD estate cars on the market and always compared favourably and popularly with similar cars from Subaru and Audi.

A few years ago, the V70 was replaced with the larger V90 estate, and last year by the smaller V60 estate. Here we now test drive the V60 Cross Country, not to be confused with its larger SUV brothers, the XC60 or XC90. The V60 morphs into the Cross Country version with the aid of 4WD, extra ground clearance, plastic cladding around the wheel arches and different rear bumper. In fact, it has 210mm of ground clearance compared to the low 140mm of the standard model, which does seem on the low side when you see one for real.

Prices for the V60 Cross Country are £40,435 for the 2-litre 187bhp diesel and £39,935 for the 2-litre 250bhp petrol version tested here. Both versions are only available with eight-speed autobox, and as such make for an expensive vehicle, when a 2WD model can be had for £34,315. However, with sundry added extras, the retail price of this car is £46,510. The Bowers & Wilkins stereo adds £2500, dark tinted windows £300, CD player £100, metallic paint £675 and rather annoyingly the full size spare wheel £150.

In our hands, the T5 petrol averaged 30mpg whilst you would get 40mpg in the diesel. The petrol engine is quiet and provides plenty of power accelerating from 0-62mph in a fast 6.4 seconds, with a claimed top speed of 140mph. The car weighs 1745kg, tows 1800kg for a braked trailer and has a 60-litre fuel tank.

To justify the price, the car does come well specified including heated leather seats, hill-start assist, cruise control with speed limiter, rear parking sensors, power-operated tailgate, LED headlights, sat nav and voice activated control system. Being a Volvo, it is awash with safety features, one being run-off road protection. This automatically tightens the front seat belts should the car inadvertently leave the road, while front seat frames with a collapsible section reduce vertical forces to help prevent spinal injuries.

Like all Volvos, it comes with a lovely interior and a dashboard dominated by a computer screen which controls nearly all the functions. It works well and is well designed. The speedometer and rev counter are also computer generated.

The car drives well, it is nippy, brakes are good, handles well around the bends and rides comfortably, and has a largeish boot. However, I did find it awkward to get into and out of, and it is easy to bang your head. The door opening area is too small and even some passengers noticed this issue. Though once installed in the comfy interior it is a nice car to drive and its good ground clearance makes forest and farm tracks easy to use. Yes, another nice car from Volvo.

Eamonn Wall
FICFor is a forestry and arboricultural consultant and managing director of Eamonn Wall and Co Woodland Design and Management.

Fuelwood (Warwick) Ltd
www.fuelwood.co.uk
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Protect yourself
your machinery and the environment
in one easy change

Aspen is the fuel of choice for
1000’s of arborists across Europe.
Are you one of them?

Find out more about the benefits of Aspen
fuel and where to buy at
ASPENFUEL.CO.UK

TOOLTRAK 75
The multi purpose compact tool carrier:

Front mounted, mowers, mulchers, chippers, stump grinders, snowblowers, snow ploughs, bulldozers,

SURREY FORESTRY LIMITED

• WOODLAND MANAGEMENT
• VEGETATION CLEARANCE
• TREE SURGERY
• WHOLE TREE CHIPPING SERVICE

Established 18 years ago, we have built a reputation for quality arboriculture and forestry services

01483 285951 | 07768 034538 | info@surreyforestry.co.uk | www.surreyforestry.co.uk

Tollgate Farm, Guildford Road, Effingham, Surrey KT24 5QI
Deer repellent Trico: two-year review

On a recent visit to a field trial, I passed a plantation of 40,000 conifers, all of which had been lost to deer who had identified a recently cut hole in the deer fencing. Proof, if needed, for the need of effective deer control. Currently, deer fencing aided by the rifle is the default system to avoid deer damage as while deterrent sprays have been available, past experience has not been particularly positive, largely due to the lack of rainfastness, leading to short persistence.

Therefore, to assess claims that Trico is effective for six months, a dozen foresters were contacted to discuss the performance of the product, with their comments summarised below.

Trico is based on emulsified sheep fat which deer will avoid as they find the smell and taste totally unappetising. Developed in Austria and widely used throughout Europe, Trico was introduced to the UK in 2017. It is sprayed by knapsack sprayer neat onto the tops of transplants at a rate of between 5 to 10ml per tree depending on the size of the tree, typically using an E80.02 nozzle at 1 bar pressure. It should be noted, though, that it does not deter rabbits, hares, voles and other biting or browsing creatures.

And the overall response in discussion with foresters is very positive, as it does appear to be lasting for around six months and is showing good activity against red, roe, fallow, sika and muntjac deer on a wide range of establishing trees including Sitka, Norway spruce, Douglas fir and a wide range of broadleaved species. But note that any treatment applied before flushing will mean that new growth will be unprotected.

The overall response in discussion with foresters is very positive.

As an alternative to treating all transplants, a barrier spray of three to four trees around the perimeter of the coup has also been found to be effective, although one report did record a small number of the barrier sprayed trees being nibbled. Any deer inside the barrier, will, of course, be trapped.

The survey included two of our larger estates, 4000ha of forestry in Scotland, and 1300ha in England, both of which are pre-treating cell grown plants prior to planting, either in trays or loose in bundles.

Treating the plants in trays was very straightforward, with 1000ml product applied over trays of 150 trees using a small compression knapsack sprayer. The trays were then kept under cover for 48 hours to allow the material to dry on the foliage.

Treating bundles of cell grown or bare root transplants is not so simple, as the plants do need to be lined out side-by-side on polythene sheeting before spraying the foliage, ensuring that no material is sprayed on the roots as this will prevent moisture and nutrient uptake. A period of time to allow drying will then be necessary before re-bagging, a compromise between the foliage drying - but not the roots.

Dipping loosened bundles is less practicable as once dry, the transplants would be effectively glued together by their foliage.

On a micro scale, the treatment is also transforming a small 2ha woodland in Cumbria. Owner Tony Graham sprayed emerging natural regeneration of oak, beech, birch and wild cherry which previously would have been grazed out by roe deer, but are now thriving 1m plants.

The same grower has also sprayed the tops of 0.6m tubes placed over regen and commented that the emerging foliage has also been avoided by the resident roe deer population.

Other respondents have found that treated emerged growth from tubes is also protected.

But how do the economics stack up against fencing?

There are a lot of variables here, with fencing possibly as low as £8/m on an easy access new lowland site, to up to £12/m on a difficult upland restock site. Much will also depend on the size and shape of the fenced area, whether all trees are treated, or just a barrier, and the cost of Trico per transplant - £5 to 10p per transplant depending on the area of foliage treated.

The suppliers suggest that at a cost of £10/1 and 10ml/tree, with all trees treated, (excluding application costs of around 5p/tree) then Trico treatment is less expensive than fencing on restock sites below 40 - 80 ha. The calculation would, of course be different on new plantings where a fencing grant may be gained.

As a contrast, a separate calculation by one large estate indicated that the cost of fencing a 25ha restock site (3000m) would be between £31,000 and £37,000. This compared to a single post planting 25ha application of Trico to 1650 trees/ha at £4000 and £6000 including application.

Trico is available direct from the UK licence holder Laronkarn, 01684 899306.
QUALITY OAK REQUIRED

Standing or felled

Good price paid for large clean planking logs

Also interested in other grades

Whippletree
Tel: 01763 208966
Fax: 01763 208977

Advertise your forestry business in F&TN
Contact Laura on 01502 725 866
Playing one’s part for the environment

These days, there are ongoing discussions about the environment – climate change, litter, new housing on green field sites, HS2, and so on. But it is right to ask if the owner of a small woodland can play a part in caring for or even preserving the wonderful landscape and countryside with which we are blessed. I think there are things at both a small scale and on the larger canvas that we can do.

In terms of small scale, we can all keep our properties tidy and litter free. We all know that litter attracts more litter, so a tidy entrance may even help deter fly-tipping. Only the other day I was stopped in the lane and asked what I was doing. The surprise on the enquirer’s face when I said I was litter picking and that I did so every six or seven weeks, betrayed the loss of civic duty which today seems so much more common.

Another small-scale action is attention to boundaries, their maintenance, such as timely hedge cutting or renewal of fencing, and the consequent building of good relations with neighbours and the public at large. Near where we live, a large estate has neglected to replace long dilapidated gates and signs at some entrances and they look so unsightly. (They attend assiduously enough to the shooting activities with fresh signs warning you where you can and can’t go.)

A third local or small-scale measure is to explain in suitable ways woodland operations being pursued. The usual angst is caused by tree felling when local people are unaware of it and, more worryingly for them (and you), don’t know why and dream up all sorts of nasty possibilities. A display notice or some contact ahead of the event allays concerns and defuses confrontation or simply ill-informed speculation that so easily gets out of hand. Some owners even have ‘open-days’ and invite visitors to the wood to share what they themselves so love.

On the broader canvas, managing our woods in keeping with the landscape by the choice of trees we plant, the scale of operations carried out and offering the wood for occasional use by the local community all help. This last thought is hosting visits from schools, wildlife groups, local history societies and so on. And history itself is what underpins the place a wood has in the wider environment. I’ve mentioned before in these columns the value of knowing how your wood has come to be like it is and how this sits in the locality. While not wanting to perpetuate slavishly what was always done in the past, knowing how your wood was managed – and why – is, arguably, the single most important element in deciding and planning for its future.

We are all part of ‘the environment’. A well-managed and cared-for woodland is our contribution to good countryside stewardship. Sharing it widely with others will bless many beyond our immediate circle. And, as we are increasingly coming to appreciate, enjoying the ‘greenscape’ does wonders for us all, physically and mentally and, I think, spiritually too.
In December, we will run two features – one on Professional Services and one on Wood Science and Treatment. Please get in touch by the end of October if you would like to submit an article or news item for either of the two.

Remember that FTN is your magazine – get in touch if you want to suggest editorial or give us feedback on articles we have published in the past.

Confor members, send us your company’s news updates!

A reminder that additional information and downloads on topics and articles throughout this issue is available online. FTN web resources is accessible from the Confor homepage or directly via www.confor.org.uk/FTNweb

Watch out for the mouse icon in this magazine!
Sole UK importers and dealers for; AHWI/Prinoth, Naturatec, Bruks Chippers, Trevi Benne Forestry Attachments, UOT Scarifiers & Mounders, King Kong Carbide Tools

Dealers for; BerCon Log Splitters, FTG Baltic Trailers and Cranes.
Our latest stock and offers at your fingertips...

www.jaspwilson.co.uk

01556 612233   info@jaspwilson.co.uk